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Weather Forecast

Daily Maxim

Snow with cold wave

Worry furnishes an oo
cupation for some

tonight or
Friday.

LAS VEGAS DA4LY OPTiC,THURSDAY,

TELLS NEW SrORY
OF MADERO'S

i

DEATH

TO CUT EXPENSES.
Denver, March 20. The house
bill,
passed the Fhilips-Hick- s
providing authority to demand the
appointment of a chemist to test
beets if the request is made by a ma- jority of the growers furnishing
beets to a factory,
The senate spent the morning con
sidering the public accountant bill
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drowning Servians. The captain of
suffragette who Is charged with fir
the
Austrian
vessel declined in view
the Paviilon of the Roehampton
ing
A of the
danger which would be attendGolf club, was put on trial today.
ant upon such action.
Miss Hocken appeared to glory in
"The commandant of the town then
the notoriety she has achieved. Sne
AT
threatened to open fire on the crew
enclosure
stood in the prisoner's
of the Skodra and a Montenegrin
wearing a bright sash in the suffragendarme forced the Austrian steam- gette colors, and smiled contentedly
er's engineer at the point of a revol- as the government lawyer, detailed
Vin
nnan fTlu
vol"
tn
i
lv
i aiv CO J LJJC
vug otuatvi
her activities in the field of arson
mtum vnlxnui
Skodra. As soon as the gendarme left
and in the destruction of mall.
LAYS DOWN THE LAW TO LIT- the ship Captain Ulasjcu steamed MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES BURN
A large assortment of suffragettes'
away from the part at full speed."
TLE MEMBER OF THE "BALDOWN TWO VALUABLE BUILD"weapoiiB"' was Introduced as exhibit
against Miss Hocken. Some of
KAN ALLIANCE
INGS LAST NIGHT.
POPE IS SPARED.
these were found in the militant sufRome, March 20. Professor
in London on
fragette "arsenal"
13.
A
were
consulting physician, to Pope LADY
March
from a grip
Others
CRISIS
NEAR
DRAWS
RESIDENCE
WIIITS
Pius X, refused today to allow the
sack alleged to have been dropped by
pontiff to receive General PorflL
Miss Hocken in her flight from the
IF A WAR OCCURS
BETWEEN Diaz, former president of Mexico. He HANDSOME STRUCTURE AT
golf links. The list of exhibits inTHESE NATIONS OTHERS
GREEN REDUCED
considered that the audience would
cluded telegraph wire cutting apparbe a dangerous strain on the pope in
WILL BE INVOLVED
TO PILE OF ASHES.
atus, bottles of acids and corrosive
his weakened condition.
fluid, hammelSf flints, tools for forcfalse identification
ing windows,
VIOLENT CONVERSIONS TABOO
TAUNTING
BANNERS
LEFT plates for automobiles, ropes, cotton,
wool, fire lighters, candles, paraffin,
a suit of workmen's overalls and a
NO
MORE PRISONERS OF WAR
GOLF CLUB HOUSE AT
set of pole climbers.
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AUSTRIA MAKES
DEMAND
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four of the Greek transports.

The

General T re vino Quits.
harbor master, after the departure
WHERE IS PLATT?
Monterey, Mex., March 20. Generof the Turkish cruiser, called on CapColorado
20.
March
Colo.,
Geronimo
Trevino
al
Springs,
today resigned
o
Wallace Piatt has appealed to the tain Blasich to he'ip Tescue the
the governorship of the state of
state
department in an effort to loLeon. He gave no explanation
for hiB action. The legislature of the cate his brother, James, who has
state will convene Monday to act on been superintendent of a mine near
his resignation. General Trevino's Chihuahua, Mexico. Flatt went to
govern- Mexico more than three months ago,
loyalty to the constituted
ment of Mexico has never been doubt- an(J for some time no word from him
ed. In the absence of other reasons has been received.
his resignation at this moment is
taken as indicating merely lack of

Join THE

WESTON-SUPER-MAR-

ALSO

OPTIC'S Thrift

League
By JOHN

To-da-

P

y

FALLON.

It costs you nothing to join.
There-ar- e
no dues to pay. Everybody is eligible. If you will
abide by the rules and follow
instructions
can save
you
money between now
enough
and August 1 to take a fine va-

cation. .
THE OPTIC S Thrift League
was Inaugurated about four
months ago, when we started
to direct, concentrate and intensify the interest of our
readers in advertising. Our
purpose was to show the importance of reading the advertisements every day, the superiority of advertised goods and
the economy of purchasing everything for person or home
from the
why advertise in THE OPTIC.
If
haven't
you
already
joined. THE QPTIC'S Thrift
League you should do so today. There are no application
or membership blanks to fill
out.
Simply elect yourself a
member. The only rules to
live up to are these 1st, read
these little talks every night,
and 2nd, read the advertisements in THE OPTIC closely
and constantly, in this way
yon will be able to purchase
everything you buy most economically and what you save
through economical purchasing
will pay for a line vacation
this summer.
iVi-fhant-

'

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

STROYED

IS

London, March 20. Two
"arson
squads" of militant suffragettes succeeded in destroying a hundred thousand dollars worth of property early
today.
One squad burned down the country residence of Lady Amy White at
Englefield Green near the Thames.
The other squad fired the building of
the golf club at
a fashionable summer piace in Som- ersetshire.
Lady White is the widow of Field
Marshal Sir George White, the hero
of Ladysmith in the Transvaal war.
Her house was a big mansion stand-- I
Ing in spacious grounds. Tba flames
were discovered at 1 o'clock this
morning and at that time had such a
start that the efforts of the' local fire
brigade were hopeless.
Traces of oils and inflammable materials were found scattered about
the house, while around the grounds
were papers inscribed "Stop torturing our comrades in prison '' "Votes
for women by kind permission of
Charles Hobhouse," the last being a
reference to the recent taunt of Chan-cellor Hobhouse that "women lack
the real revolutionary spirit of men,
who burn and sack in support of
their cause."
Two women on bicycles were seen
e
in the neighborhood half an hour
the fire was discovered. The
house was unoccupied.
The incendiaries of the golf pavilions a'iso escaped. There are many
suffragettes now in that neighborhood, owing to t&e meeting of the
teachers' conference, at which
Viscount Haldane, lord high chancellor, is scheduled to deliver an address.
Miss Olive Hocken, the militant
Weston-super-Mar-

1

he-for-

KOREANS
Tokio, March

NOT GUILTY.
20.

Ninety-nin-

e

of

the Koreans charged with conspiring
Ueneral Count
against Governor
Terauchl of Korea In 1910 were found
not guilty by the court today, according to a dispatch from teui.
The judges sentenced Baron Yuen
,
a former Korean cabinet mina Koister, as well as Yan
rean editor, and three others to Blx
fears' imprisonment each.
At the first trial Baron Yuen Chi-H- o
and several of the more prominent prisoners were sentenced to ten
years' imprisonment and the others
to terms of five to seven years each.
Chi-Ho-

Kl-Ta-

CONSPIRACY IS CHARGED.
Chicago, March 20. Through H. E.
Horrocks of Portland, Ore., the government sought to show that there

was a contract by which Horrocks
was to turn over his coal land to A.
C. Frost, one of the five defendants
charged wtih frauds in connection
with Alaskan coal 'land claims. This
Horrocks denies, but lie said he had
entered a claim will) lhe hope of sell
Inj.'.

tit

it

profit.

AS FAST AS THEY CAN
FOURTH CLASS OFFICIALS
NOT CARE TO TAKE THE
AMINATIONS

DO
EX-

Washington, .March 20. Because of
the extension; of the clarified civil
service to include fourth class postmasters and the announcement that
lKistmaater of that class would le
subjected to a competitive examination, the lostoffice depiriment is receiving nearly 20 resignations a day.
Officials declare that, about 2,000
fourth class postmasters have resigned
since the executive order carrying
them Into the civil service was issued.

Practically all of the resignations
are in postofflces where the postmaster's salary is merely nominal and
where at times the expense of conducting the office equals the postmaster's compensation. In many of the
cases it will h.e exceedingly difficult
to secure applicants who will take the
prescribed examinations. While the
department is endeavoring to secure
new postmasters, the incumbents, although they have resigned, will be
forced to di' barge the duiieg of the
Of lire,

DIRECT TO PRESIDENT

i

HIS CEATII

CAUSED

ARSENIC

THE OFFICER DIED UNDER

PECU-

AND

CIRCUMSTANCES

LIAR

FOLLOWED

INVESTIGATION

FAMOUS

SEAIM

WAS

A

DEAD

OFFICER COMMANDED A
THAT TOOK PART IN

SHIP

SANTIAGO

"These women have now sunk to
climbing telegraph poles," said the
government counsel dryly as he
called attention to the leg irons.
Among Miss Hoikens' correspondence the government found a letter
from Mrs. Pankhurst, ."openly inciting her followers to acts of lawlessness and outrage."
At the contusion of the opening
address the magistrate
adjourned
the case for a week.

CAMPAIGN

Hingham, Mass., March 20. Mrs.
Eaton, widow of Rear Admiral Joseph
G. Eaton, was arrested here
today
charged with the murder of her husband.

District Attorney A. F. Barker an
nounced the arreot in the following

statement:
"Mrs. Eaton is under are charged
with the murder of her husband, Rear
Admiral Joseph Giles Eaton.
'Admiral Eaton did mt die a nat
ural death. Thi3 fact was communicated to me on March 10 by Professor Whitney in a preliminary verbal
report and has been known to the
officers working on the case since
that time. Death, was due to arsenic
which
poisoning. Peculiar features
are involved have prevented the authorities from communicating them
to the public We have been unable
thus far to ascertain where the poison,
was secured. Mrs Eaton was arrested at her home this morning."
Mrs. Eaton was a witness today at
the secret inquest Into her husband's
death. She was taken from her honi'-ian automobile accompanied by
two nolice officers. Mrs. Eaton was
later arraigned by Judse Pratt,
the inquest into the admiral's death. She pleaded not giiilty
and was committed to jail without
bail for a further hearins on March.
-

SACRIFICES ALL
'

TO THE TARIFF

PRESIDENT
REFUSES INVITATIONS THAT WiLL TAKE HIM
AWAY FROW WASHINGTON.

Washington,

March

20.

President

Wilson today devoted part of the day
to considering the question of citizenship for Porto iuco and independ-

ence for the Philippines.
Secretary Garrison of the war department came with Governor Colton
of Porto Rico to talk over Porto
Rican administration. Captain Louis
J. Van Schaik, LI. S. A., w ho is about
to be retired on account of a wound
received in a bolo fight, gave the
president his views on Philippine Independence, declaring that after 12
years of residence in the Philippines, both as a military man and as
governor of some of the islands, he
favored independence.
The president declined an invita-toito speak before the Associated
Advertising Club of America at Baltimore next June.
Thomas Herndon pinned the badge
of the American Cross of Honor on
the president.
Senator Thomas of Colorado talked
with the president about the tariff.
Professor J. Laurence Laughlin, of
the University of Chicago, invited
the president to speak at the meeting of the Western Economic society
at Chicago next May, but Mr. Wilson
adhered to his rule and did not accept. Professor Laughlin inquired
about the prospects for currency legislation and earned that the tariff
was uppermost in the
president's
n

of state set forth that when he con- - the purposes! of the policy superseded.
'
sented to continue for a time with 1 had no reason to suppose that the
the new administration he did not fate of negotiations which had so
understand there were to be any Ions had the studious attention of mind.
fice and insisted on immediate acradical changes of policy for which the foreign ofiices of six great pow- George B. Colton, governor of Porceptance of the resignation because he would be called on to act as ers would be abruptly determined with
to Rico, called at the White House
of his radical differences of opinion spokesman. The letter continued in 'such quite unnecessary; haste and in
with Secretary Garrison. It is underso unusual a manner. These methods,
with (he administration regarding its part:
stood that Governor Colton has de"It today becomes the duty of the against which I respectfully protest, clined to continue in office at the exChinese policies. President Wilson
secretary of state, In dispatch- are the very extraordinary circumacting
piration of the four year term to
immediately accepted the resignation.
ing Instructions to the representa- stances which 1 feel vitiate my un- which he was appointed, wtiich will
secre
Mr. Wilson, like
tives of this government abroad and derstanding with Mr. Bryan and com- be next December.
taries of the various, departments, as the channel of communication with pletely relieve me of; any further oblitendered his resignation as a matter the representatives of foreign gov-o-f gation in the premises.
"The repeated utterances of the
at Washington, to be
form to president Wilson directly jernments
on the latter's assumption of office, spokesman of the president in regard last administration must have made ROSVitLL BANKER IS
Mr. Wilson was requested to continue to a new far eastern policy which is it perfectly clear that the motive and
his place until it should be conven- - apparently dedueible from your state-ien- t purpose of the policy now abandoned
KILLED BY A CAR
for the president to name his ment issued to the press last night.' wqre thirst primarily especially the
successor, and consented to do so to Inasmuch as I find myself entirely protection of China's integrity and
accommodate Secretary Bryan in his out of harmony with this radical sovereignty; the uplift of the Chinese MACHINE IN WHICH HE WAS RIDBY THE
ING SMASHED
desire to make his visit to Lincoln, change of policy as I understand it people, morally, materially and
Neb.
the developments of
HEAVIER VEHICLE.
This Involved the abandon- I trust that you will sympathize with
ment of reservation which he had he view that it was not appropriate Chinas resources and the maintenmade on a steamship sailing for Eu- that I should longer retain the re- ance of our traditional policy of the
Roswell, N. M., March 20. Arthur
rope last Tuesday.
sponsibility of the office which I have 'open door' of equality of opportunity G. Godair, who was killed in St. Loute
lor American enterprises.
The issue of the statement from now relinquished.
yesterday when his taxi was struck
the White House defining the admin"I had no reason to suppose that
Precisely because of the ultimate by a street car, was president of the
istration's attitude regarding the Chi- the officials on duty in the depart- possibility of a measure of foreign First National hank of this city, and
nese Joan negotiations is believed ment of state would learn L.st from control of China's finances, which president of a large livestock comto have been, regarded by Assistant the newspapers of a declaration of may be inferred from a study of other mission firm of East St Loui3 with
Secretary Wilson as sufficient to jus- - policy which I think shows on its countries which have found them- - branches in Kansas City, Ft. Worth,
tify him in requesting to be relieved face the inadequacy of the cons!dera- - selves In a similar Bituation, it was St JoEGph, Mo., and elsewhere. Ilia
at. once from duty.
tion given to the facts and theories deemed Imperative (hat there should father, W. II. Godair of Chicago, also
American participation in the
in a 1,000 word 1ller to President Involved and the failure clearly to ap-bprominent in coiamfesdon firrtrs, 2s
In Los
Hie former Hcllng secretary prebend Use motives leading to and hiilllltatlon of China's finances."
at ini-:e!iVa.

Washington, March CO. -- Huntington Wilson, assistant and acting secretary of state, has resigned that of-

HUSBAND

Women Climb Poles.

BY WOMEN.

OF STATE WILSON

SENDS RESIGNATION

E

DE-

BECAUSE HE OBJECTS TO CHINESE POLICY

RESIGN

MRS. JOSEPH G. EATON CHARGED)
WITH HAVING POISONED HER

Mar-hifav- a,

Nu-ev-

POSTHJISTERS

MURDER

ENGLAND

Ha-dero-

sympathy with Provisional President
Huerta.
The safety of this city from attacks
by the rebels has been assured by
the arrival of a strong force of federal troops for Saltillo.

OF

ACCUSED

y

without taking action.
The senate committee on mines rethe bill drawn by represenARRIVES
IN
ported,
MEXICO, CITY
tatives of. the operators and miners
SAN FRANCISCO.
for the protection of, the miners. It
will be given a place on the calenPRESIDENT
WAS
STABBED dar in a few days.
A special session of the senate had
been arranged for tonight to considFOLLOWING WHICH VICE PRESIer the finance bills which are underDENT SUAREZ WAS STRANGstood to provide a reorganization Oi
LED BY ENEMIES.
the state's working force at the capl-torevision of salaries and other
changes wilh a view to keeping the
THEN PLACED IN AN AUTO state's expenses within the income
for the present biennial period.
AS THE CAR MOVED
UP THE
STREET SOLDIERS FIRED
A LUCKY ESCAPE.
BE FORCED TO ACMUST
Grand Haven, Mich., March 20.
INTO DEAD BODIES.
CEPT CERTAIN CREEDS
Nineteen fishermen, after suffering
cold and the menace of the
San Francisco, March 20. Colonel hunger,
0.
The
Vienna, Austria, March
of Lake Michigan, reached port
ice
Manuel Blanche Alcalde, publisiier
in the fish tugs Anna, Austrian government brought the Balhere
today
of the New Era, a Mexico City newsDornbos and Bos.
They had been kan situation close to a crisis today
as toe
paper generally - regarded
dein the ice for three days and by making seveial peremptory
fast
's
mouthpiece of the late President
three nights until rescued late yesier-da- mands on Montenegro.
administration, arrived today
The Austrian minister at Cettinje,
by Pere Marquette car ferry No.
with the assertion that he "is in a
18. The boats left Grand Haven at the Montenegrin capital, was instrutt-eposition to prove" that Madero was dawn
to Inform the Motenegrin governMonday.
stabbed to death, and that Vice Presiment that it must comply with the
dent Suarez was slranged In the nafollowing:
tional palace on the night of FebruThe free exit from the fortress of!
EACH
WILL
ary 23, and their bodies ta'xen to the
Scutari of all
prison in an automobile.
Explanation of the death of a Ca- "The reported assault by the
tholic priest, who is said to have
HAVE
guard," said Alcalde, "was merely a
been slaughtered because he opposed
farcical ruse and a part of the plot.
the violent conversions of prisoners.
If the automobile was fired upon, the
Violent conversions must cease in- guards were only pouring lead into THREE OR MORE PERSONS WILL
stantly.
the dead bodies of the president and
ASPIRE TO THE HOUSE
Full satisfaction must be given fori
vice president, who were murdered in
SPEAKERSHIP
the violence shown by the Monteneg-the palace hours before."
rins and Servians at San Giovanni di
Colonel Alcalde described himself
Washington, March (20. Republi- Medua on the Adriatic coast toward
as an intimate friend of Madero. His cans of the house will caucus on Satthe crew of the Austrian merchant
mission in this country,
lie said, urday, April 5, for
organization. Rep- vessel Skodra.
would be to expose the plot which resentative
Mann of Illinois, minority
brought about the Diaz uprising and leader, wIU he put in the field as re
Official Version Given." '
the alleged assassination of Madero
publican candidate for speaker.
Hungary, March 20. An
Budapest,
and Suarez.
The progressives of the house will official version of the incident In.
two
his
wife,
Accompanied
by
have a meeting, probably April 2, to which the Austrian steamer Skodra
small children and his brother, Joa- discuss their
policies for the coming figured at San Giovanni di Medua
quin, an army captain, Alcalde tied extra session. The states
expected was given out nere today. It says
from Mexico City, February 23, tak- to he
are New York, Kan"The Austrian merchant steamer
represented
ing an obscure route to Salina Cruz. sas, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Wash- Skodra went to San Giovanni de
The party disguised themselves as
ington. The plan now is to select Medua to discharge her cargo, but
peasants. On reaching the west
Representative Murdock of Kansas as the harbor master of the port forbade
cWst port, the party remained ror the
progressive candidate for speaker the landing of the cargo and ordered
12 days in seclusion, believing they
and progressive floor leader of the Captain Blasich to assist in the landwould he killed If discovered by
house.
ing of Servian troops and war muniagents of the new government. They
The democrats will hold their cau tions from some Graek ships. Capchartered a barge to reach Acapulco, cus to
pass upon the tariff policy and tain Blasich refused.
upon which they took Dassage with the house
"In the meantime the Turkish
organization probably April
other refugees.
7 or 8.
cruiser Hamidieh arrived and sank
EDITOR

WIFE

ADMIRAL'S

WORK

MONTENEGRO

i

CITY ED'TION

MARCH 20, 1913.

j

t

Ai'

n

28.

Admiral Eaton died suddenly oit
the morning of March 6. He was
old, but, according to hi&
friends, had been in good health, Two
days later the body was burtej at
Dracut, his former home. There were
no funeral services, besides the undertakers and newspapermen,
only
the widow and her daughter by an
other marriage witnessing the inter
ment There
no military hon
ors.
The rear admiral had served S3
years in the navy- - He commanded,
the transport Resolute at Santiago,
and received a medal of honor for
his share in that battle. He
born
at Greenville, Ala., and was twice
married.
The present Mrs. Eaton was
second wife and, was
the wife of D. A. Ainsworth,
once a clerk in the United States senate. Her father was George Harrison and the family home was r.t
Alexandria, Va. She was 40 years
s

for-mei- ly

old.

The investigation is said to have
developed that her married life was
not altogether happy. Her explanation that her husband died from aa
attack of indigestion did not satisfy
the medical examiner and after conferring with the family physician,
delayed the preparation of the body
for burial until a post mortem hftd
been made.
Mrs. Eaton has two daughters by
her first marriage. Mrs. Jane
h
Keyes of Boston and Dorothy
Ainsworth, who lived with her.
Atr,:!-wort-

TEDDY

BUTTS IN.
March
20. Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt, in a lc
public here today, endorses tl,-- j candidacy of Frank II. Gebhart, r"c-.- &
sive candidate for mayor rf It. L ' at the April election. yr. C"!'"'t
In national politics is a Jc
t
Colonel Roosevelt flnonnes I n
V. Kiel, the r public aci- informal: oi f
It ? a c
to Ilia n puMI. , i ,i
i
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CENTRAL SUIT IS
DRAWING

10

A

mmmd

EASTER

3

It waa stated at the first meeting and northern farmers, and where a In the nearby mountains are ser-erof the Forum of Las Vegas Tuesday few years ago there was nothing to
Bummer resorts with easy acevening that, the chief trouble wid break the rolling expanse of mesa cess to the finest trout fishing in the
Lag Vegas is an ignorance on the land, save an occasional herd of cattle the west.
During the open season
part of the people regarding the or flock of sheep, today in every di- cne may hunt deer, quail, grouse and
HAS 2,000
splendid resources and assets of this rection may be seen prosperous look- wild turkey, and at all times has the REFEREE COLLINS
PAGES OF TESTIMONY TO
article by ing farm homes and tilled fields, with privilege of bagging a bear, wolf or
tilt v.
The following
PRESENT TO COURT.
George A. Fleming, which was pub- here and there a school house and mountain lion.
There is very little difference be
lished in "The Earth," the Santa Fe church to meet the needs of the rapSanta Fe, X. M., March 20. The
publication devoted to advertising the idly growing community. What these tween the cost of living here and elseNew Mexico Central case is
famous
are
toward
farmers
how
a
will
and
some
feel
where; naturally
doing,
of the articles
go
southwest,
long way
they
to an end.
Easter comes so early this year that a coat will be
remedying this uniformed condition about the country, the following let which are shipped in are somewhat drawing
a necessity-- at
from
near
and
far
Attorneys
have
ter written to a
least for a part of the day. Have
land higher, but offsetting that the prices
among the citizens:
included
you
such
a garment in
been
arguing before Referee Lorin C.
The Great Southwest! What a spell owner by a farmer living - in an ad received by farmers for their prodoutfit?
your
Spring
look
not
who
Collins,
Why
at
has
our
line
testiof
been taking
"Wooltex" and
these words bave cast over the minds joining section speaks for iteelf and ucts, and the wages received by clerks
'
"Printzess" coats and make your selection while the
and mechanics also are somewhat mony in order to report the findings
of thousands of eastern and northern gives a very good summary of
stock is comto District Judge E. C. Abbott and
higher.
city dwellers and farmers in days
plete.
are approved, the
"Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 31. 1913.
Up to a few years ago the city if these finds
gone by. The southwest, the former
"Dear Sir. In reply to your letter counted as one of its chief assets the couit will likely have a basis for a
home of the buffalo, the cowboy, the
Never have we shown such an excellent
variety nor offered such
cattle kings, the outlaw and desp9r- - of the 21st insL, will say that crops livestock industry. Enormous flocks decree. From 1,500 to 2,000 pages
of
. tmequaled values for so little
'
on
now
lie
Col
of
testimony
wealth
were
of
a
Judge
with
we
ado! The country
had an exfair, although
money.
sheep and large herds of cattle
historical romance and associations ceedingly dry summer. Mr. Black grazed unmolested on the open gov- lins' desk.
As a lawyer expressed it today,
All the new Season's models with no two
The oldest and yet the newest lnjr had 1,700 bushels of grain, Mr. Park- ernment land and unsettled land of
garments alike.
er 2,100 bushels; others did as well. the various large grants. With the "the entaglements of the case are
tion of the Union!
t
in the minds of how many of those I have quite a few cattle and raised coming of the settlers, however, that many."
tVendt
of
will
mounAttorney
has
more
Pittsburg
the
We
feed.
toward
have a good creamery
changed, and the farmer is today
casting their eyes
tains and boundless prairies of this in Vegas and since they started farm-e-l taking the place of the stockman. It likely conclude argument this even
s have put in quite a few cows. is true that the most successful farm ing for the plaintiff. To give one an
section doe there still exist a vague
of the legal talent drawn into
Cream
the
of
what
coum.y
notion
and hazy
brings 35 cents, eggs 35 cents, ers are those who are developing idea
case
this
a list of the lawyers may
is like, what they will find here iu oats $1.25, wheat $1.50. millet $1.75. smalj herds of cattle either for dairy
be
of
Interest
Neill B. Field of A1-- ,
or
stock
buckwheat
resources,
$1.75.
barle$1.25 Der
purposes, and it will be but
the way of civilization and
Flour-noy- ,
what sort of a home can be estab- hundred; everything sold by the bun- - a few vears until the aggregate num- - buquerque, represents A. W.
Conreceiver
of
Dominion
the
her
of cattle handled in this wav will
Our line, of suits and Dresses for the new season is the
lished and what are the opportunities dred here.
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"Fasliious in wedding cakes change,
One of the bills which became law
Kansas City, Mo., Marcn 20. "GunA bill passed by the legislature and
London, March 20. The Duke of
not as do the fleeting phases of dress,
at the recent session of the legisla boat" Smith can move on.
signed
by the governor, entitled Connaught, acepmpanied by his wife
and
a
great art grows
but rather as
ture in which this city is particularly
Just because one of Uncle Sam's House Bill No. 110, will have the ef- and daughter, are
leaving Canada
expands."
interested is Senate Bill No 1, an coal heavers managed to. slap an Eng- fect of putting a serious
in this week for England and it 'is
Mme.
y
crimp
The author of this dictum is
Fneu
act "to empower municipal corpora lish champion into submission does- the business of the numerous
understood here that his royal
pool
Blanche, maker of the 'fashionable
tions to make provision for the car n't necessarily mean th.t he is en- rooms in Las Vegas as elsewhere inj
highness will not return to Ottawa,
wedding cakes of America.
and maintenance of sick and indigent titled to eat at the same table with the state, as the bill in
witn
question pro though as yet there has been no of
A wedding cake is osigned
persons." Under a ruling of the at King Luther McCarty. What Is there hibits minors under the age of 18 ficial announcement to that effect.
many things in view. Chief of these
general there had previously to beating an English champion? Ev- from frequenting and loitering around The duke is known to have a
torney
to
which Blanche herself after a secret recipe. Roosevelt. Her fame nas
are the modes of the period
strong
spread till been no power vested in the. county erybody's doing it Let "Gunboat" pool rooms, and
prescribing penalties and sincere liking for Canada, and
desires her cake to The lower tier is baked in four ob- she now bakes the festal cakes tor
the bride-to-bto make provision for county sick beat an Irishman
"Terrible for owners, proprietors or agents who! doubtless would be
pleased to remain
belong; the particular sentiment sue long pieces, which, when put togeth- English society women, thougn Eng- poor and this new law will solve a Turk" and then get his press
agen,t permit the same. The bill is as fol- there another two
feaas
the special
wishes presented
years. But the clier, makes the four corners of hd land Is the home of the wedding cake,
local
which has made trou- busy.
lows:
mate across seas apparently has nevture of the decorations, end the de- cake. Each corner is poured into a and until the advent of Mme. Blanche, tile problem
At any rate that is the way
law
for
for
The
Be it enacted by the legislature of er
the
years.
city
agreed with the Duchess of
gree of formality or informality that huge baking pan and is put into a had been thought to be
In full Is as follows:
manager for King Luther, the state of New Mexico:
and in view of this fact it is
is to characterize the wedding feast. tremendous oven, specially built. in ifs production.
looks
at it. McCarney, who is manBe it enacted by the legislature of
Section 1. Minors under the age believed certain that the duke has
Jf the general proportion and style of There it is al'.owed to cook for six
is
a
There
state in the the state of New Mexico:
scarcely
aging a quintet of champions and of 18 years are hereby prohibited now
practically ended his tenure of
the cake and its main decoration be- hears by a slow fire. Only a coil Union into which she has not sent
1.
That
of
Section
boards
through the maze of from frequenting or loitering about office as governor
county
ner famous concoctions. She has
general pf the dolong to the thirteenth centu.-- or fire Is slow enoifh for this.
one
coun
night stands, doesn't care to ne any pool room in New Mexico.
minion.
The upper lay rs are then madf m been recognized as official cake bait- commissioners of the several
the fifteenth or the twentieth, even,
and the council or other govern bothered just at present. "Gunboat"
Section 2. The owners or propriThe question as to who will be
Mme. Blanche will have it that ine ibelr respective melds, each of a 1
er for the White House not only by ties,
of incorporated cities, Smith, wow! He isn't even champion etors of any pool room in the state of named to
board
ing
succeed the Duke of
tiniest festoon and' the most incon- er size. The taking is first finisuod the Roosevelt family, but by Presi- towns
New Mexico who shall permit minors
and villages, in the state, are of the navy.
at Ottawa has become a subspicuous cupld shall contoin to the from top to bottom, then the piC33 dent Taft, who ordered from her the
"Any time one of those mutts wins' under the age of 18 years to freauthorized and empowered to
e
ject of lively speculation here. The
period. As an example of are fitted toget'i ?r, anil the icing: 'put colossal cake used at his fete, And, hereby
a fight they send me a telegram," quent or loiter about the
make
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such
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provision
they
pool room names of half a dozen prominent perthe designs which have been highly on. At this pol'it i!u. srvic?s uf a being an optimist, Mme. Blanche
deem proper for the relief of deserv says McCarney. "It's awful. I guess shall, upon conviction before any sons have been
mentioned, among
favored recently there is the "Tem- deft little Scotchwoman are called
that the pinnacle of her fame
ing indigent persons who are objects Carl Morris will hurl a few chal- court of competent jurisdiction, be them at least two close connections
ple of Love," which is a copy of the into piay to do the finer sugar deco- is as yet untouched. She will not
now.
we
are
we
so
lenges
Why,
fined In any sum not exceeding $20 of the
within their re
busy
royal family. But the best
little temple at the Trianon, designed rations. This' woman has made a rest until she has established her of charity, residing
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frf
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by Marie
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Look at me, cution; and provided further, upon a
many
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It is more necessary that you keep 'shall be deposited to the credit of a even balk at Jack Johnson. Of therefore an emergency is hereby de- reer has been just
one of rather unusual
of them are, by cleverly arranged the house where the festivities are
your bowels, liver and stomach clean, fund hereby created, to be designated course, we're not demanding a match clared .to exist and tnis act shall take distinction. At the
age of 24 he was
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cake, arranges the sewers and
drainage of a large city bursed only for the purposes men- n't think of tangling with Sam Mc- from and after Its passage.
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sometimes even to the extent of sub- decorations, sheds a benediction over free from
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birthday he was governor of
stituting real flowers for the more the whole, and smilingly departs. Of
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MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
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approved ac
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formal sugar ones.
Drag's herself painfully through her desirable offices of Its kind In the
merely forcing a pas- counts, by warrants drawn in the pionship title and he may be consid
Four Weeks Required to Make a Cake for export she is obliged to finish it sageway
few days with salts, same manner as warrants for other ered."
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some
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at
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Yes, "Gunboat" Smith, you can headache, nervousness, and loss of
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is purposes.
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sleep. A
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Santa Fe, N."M., March 20. State
Superintendent of" Public Instruction
Alvan N. White has issued Institute
Conductor's certificates to three .ad
,.
ditional educators, as follows: ,
Superintendent It. A, Deen, Por-- j
Charles 13.
tales; Superintendent
and Superin
George, Aiamogordo,
tendent Pv.V.1 (Twining, Las Crucea.
This makes a total of 20 who hold,
certificates to conduct county institutes, tries, others, .having been certi--j
fied some? weeks ago hy the state
board of education.
Superintendent White was authorized by the state board to pass upon
the qualifications and issue certificates to instructors or aslstants, and
also issued yesterday the following in.
structor's certificates:
Mrs. George Dixon, Espanola; Mrs.
Leona Logue, Raton; Prof. Francis E.
Kelly, East Las Vegas; Prof. O. C.
Zingg, East Las Vegas; Supt. C. S.
Cramer, Estancia; Miss Edna Baugh-maFarmington; Miss Edith Mann,
East Las Vegas; Miss Hilda Hetzel,
,

Due Year
Ux Months

iXL

i

MARCH 20, 1913.

WEEDS TO THE ItESCUE

EGAf EA1LY OPTiC,

EATKEi.lE CCLD IYEATI1EC

PEFORTED luTIIEUEST
NEW MEXICO CAN EXPECT UNTEMPERA-TURWONTED DROP
TONIGHT.

if.

E

-

Cold Will Strike New Mexico
Denver March 20. Snow and a
high wind, with the temperature falling steadily since early this morning,
produced blizzard conditions here today. Colder weather is predicted for
tonight. The cold is general over
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Arizona. Increased cold is the forecast
for tonight for Colorado, eastern New
Mexico, northwest Arizona and southeast Utah.

n,

Mag-dalen-

A. Bess,
Tucumcari; Prof. W. E. Carroon,
Ros we'll; Miss Maude Hancock,
Prof. D. L. Atkins, Texico;
Miss Grace
Portales;
Foglesong,
Miss Erma M. Fergusson, AlbuquerRaton;
que; Miss Elinore
Mrs. Gertrude R. Elliott, Santa Rosa;
Miss Helen Papen, East Las Vega;
Miss Lydia Lheureux, Albuquerque;
and special certificates to teach mus-i- c
and drawing were iesued to Miss
Marjorie Hubbell, Silver City, and
Miss Lelah Grace Nicholas, Gooding,
Miss Nicholas was formerly
Idaho.
music instructor fcr the blind at

TO END GRETNA MARRIAGES
New Orleans, La., March 20. Acting on the recommendation of a committee appointed to investigate the
subject, the Era club, a women's organization of this city, decided at a
meeting today to launch a campaign
to abolish the notorious Gretna mar-

For many years Gretna,
which is across the river from New
Orleans, has been the mecca of all
reminiscences the fact that every
persons in this vicinity desiring a
(molt means the destruction of a large
Marrying justices
speedy wedding.
d
j
number of trees which, are
were conveniently at hand when the
into wood pulp. Incidentally
ferryboat from New Orleans arrived,
'ie declared, and very truthfully, that
ready to tie the knot without losj of
there are far more boots printed
time and with few questions asked.
ihan there should be, and being an
The investigations of the club wois
considerWhite
Superintendent
"Uncle Joe"
men convinced them that the great
irdent conservation!
ing a number of other applxations
nakes silence a virtue by way of con-- i anu
will likely issue other certificates majority of the Gretna matches reserving the timber supply. There is if applicants come within the rules sulted in misery and unhappiness.
wueh to he said on the Cannon side
hence thoy have decided to use th,eir
recently passed by the board of eduit the argument, at least on that cation.
best efforts to put an end to the
custom.
phase of It dealing with the needless
Eschew Politics.
Multiplicity of books. It is not like
Mr. White has sent out the followTHE COTTON CROP.
ly that any volume published
by
letter to county super
'Uncle Joe" would denude any wide ing interesting
March 20. The 1912
Washington,
intendents.
irea of woodland, and If it did it "Herewith I beg to inclose you copy cotton crop amounted to 14,295,500
night be urged in extenuation that of the law, now in force relative to bales equal to 500 Opound hales, inan;he resultant tome would amply just-.f- y
the establishing and election of cluding linters, the census bureau
innounced
the deforestation.
hales
today.
Running
boaids of education in incorporated
But relief seems to be in sight and towns aira1 villages, and advise you to cluded 14,078,430.
1
Round bales 81,528; Sea Island
'Uncle Joe" may yet persuade his ascertain at once,' if you are not alaverba'les
linter
605,704;
bales;
sonsclence to let him write that book ready so
viladvised, the towns and
Jeallng with 40 of the most interest-n- lages in your county, which are In- age gross weight of bales 507.8
and virile years of the republic's corporated;, such., information being pounds; ginneries operated 23,267.
faried life. For congress has just ap- probably obtainable from your county Production by states, in 500 pound
propriated $20,000 for experiments tin- clerk's records; and see that an elec- bales: Alabama, 1,380,756; Arkanier the direction of the agricultural tion is immediately'' called and same sas, 825,169; Florida, 1,749,303; Louislepartment in the manufacture of pa- is held, in accordance with the pro- iana, 393,314; Mississippi, 1,092,552;
North Carolina,
58,319;
Missouri,
per pulp from weeds and grasses. If visions of said law." It is exceeding3iese experiments, which are being ly important that you give personal 891,880; Oklahoma, 1,074,149; South
299,-53tartied out on a large scale la a
attention to this matter, so that he Carolina, 1,215,973; Tennessee,
5,120,252;
Texas,
Virginia,
in
In
Maine, succeed
citizens :of incorporated towns and
factory
all other states, 16,036.
ivolving a satisfactory substitute for villages imay have full notice of the
wood pulp, there is reason to hope provisions of the .new law and am;hat the timber supply will be
ple opportunity to select a good board
conserved if the work of
of education on. the. first Tuesday of
Is not delayed until the sup- April, or on. the second Tuesday of
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April, If "Aietown or village is incor.
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NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE

a tract beginning si a point j
feet south and 10JS feet west of
and 7 j
the corner of sections 1, l- -,
of T. 15 X. E. 14 E, R. 13 , X. X. j
P. M.; thence running westerly along
the line of property knows as Mia-- J
ing Claim Martinez No. 2, a distance
of 10 feet; thence south 29 degrees
25 minutes east 858 feet to the eonth
bant of the San Pablo Creek;; thence
easterly along said south bank of said
thence
San Pablo Creek 10 feet;
northwesterly on a line parallel to j
the second line above described to
I
the place of beginning.
Also 'one 48 horse power engine; j
one 60 horse power boiler; one 5 j
horsepower boiler; two sets of rolls; ;
one crusher; certain shafting, tanks,
j
pipe and pipe line.
Also

CC2

EH

Notice is hereby given that on Oc1,053 niiLYr
AT,
tober 19th, 1912, in that certain cause
op. the docket of the District Court
of San Miguel County, New Mexico,
7
numbered 7124 and entitled Joseph L.
Matt vs. Blake Mining, Milling and
Investment Company the same"eing
an action for damages for breach of
contract, judgment was rendered by
said Court in favor of plaintiff and
against defendant for the eum of
$3800.00, with costs of suit and interI
t . I
est at the rate of six per cent per
annum from said date until the 19'h
day of April, '1913, the date of sale
hereinafter set, amounting in all to
the sum of $3927.00, and that execution
aed we will
was thereafter issued and levied upon
Telephone or
our demomsrstor
the property hereinafter described.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
j
show
jnn.
Now Therefore this to give public noSheriff.
tice that on the 19th day of April, A.
D. 1913, at the south door of the Court
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
&
Co
House at Las Vegas, San Miguel CounNew York, Marci 20. A holiday j
.11
ty, New Mexico, at the hour of
atmosphere pervaded the principal
Phjne Main 344.
o'clock a. m., for the purpose of real- market here and abroad, where pre-- j
offer
shall
I
sum
of
said
$.1927
j
were
izing
teing made for
parations
for sale and sell, at public vendue, to pension of business unCl after Easter, j
the highest and best bidder for each
Uusiness throighout the morning m
all .and t'ngular th; following
Wall street was perfunctory with un-- ;
property
among the
iy fraeiional
A certain tract of land lyinu' in San leading stocki.
Miguel County aforesaid, and describMuch of the trading was of an evened as follows:
Beginning at a point ing up charactir on the part of
south IS. degrees 43 niini:ts west
who did not wish to have open
four thousand feet distal; from the contracts over the entire thiee
dyj
one mile monument "on fle west holiday. The demand from the Bison
boundary line of the Tecolote Grant initiated firmntss to itie important-thicksand from said point of beginning,
times
which was impaired
N
i
which is the north and c liter of La by resumption of liquidation in fb '
J
?
Finta Mining Claim, running north
issues.
71
degrees 36 minutes east 200 feet j Piospects of a poor ba.ck statement
to the northeast corner; thence south wtrc neld
ut ly tne loss by ae,
18 degrees 24 minutes east 1 ."00 feet banks to the
subtreasury of $11,700,-to the southeast corner; thence south 00 'J this week. Call money, showed
3C minutes west 300 feet
71 degrees
f miiiess and there was a sliifeniLg
to the south and center and continu- of other forms of accommodation.
ing on same course 300 feet to the Londs were easy.
southwest corner; thence north IS
While general movements were un-- ;
1
f
J
degrees 24 minutes west 1500 feet imirtant, a few issues vibrated suffi
to the northwest corner; thence
Hav-j
ciently to attract attention. New
north 71 degrees 3I minutes east 300 en displayed unwonted strength, ris--'
feet to the place of beginning. Said ing nearly three points to 118.
property being known as La Pinta Chesapeake and Ohio on the other
Mining Claim.
hand, was fed out steadily and yielded
Also a tract known as La Xina Min- 1U to 70 U.
ing Claim in said county, beginning
Demand was insufficient to absorb
at the southeast corner of La Pinta light professional selling of the afMining Claim as above described; ternoon. Reading, Union Pacific and
thence south 3 degrees 50 minutes
Amalgamated sold a point under their
east 1500 feet to the southeast cor- best prices and other well known
ner; thence south 71 degrees 36 min- shares also were below yesterday's
utes west 600 feet to the southwest final
figures. Railroad Steel Spring
corner; thence south 3 degrees 50 was marked up 2U on the resumpminutes west l.'OO feet to the north- tion of dividends.
west corner; thence along the south
The market closed steady. Short
end of La Pinta Mining Claim 71 deselling weakened the list, losses
grees 36 minutes east 600 feet to the
MeJn 206
reaching a point in a half dozen faplace of beginning.
vorites. In the last five minutes the
Also another tract on the Salitoza market reversed its course
msKtmirrwassua
abraptly
Creek bounded west by land of Juan and
to
mounted
yester-j
swiftly
prices
Esqulbel; on the east and south y day's close. The last sales were aal May com started unchanged
Ribs, May fi'i.Sl: ja:7
land of Dionlcio Martinez; and on the follows:
i lower
at S2iT and mtxmted to i September flO.Kli.
north by land of Jose F. Esquibel,
67
The close was firm 5314.
Copper
Amalgamated
containing 20 acres, more or less.
5!ay c;lts began a eiade lower to a
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Sugar
lllvii
Also another tract beginning at a
shade higher at SS!4S to 33 and? Kar.sag City, ITarca
100
Atchison
CaTJe
point 862 feet south and 1096 feet Reading
13314! rose to S3H$?.
Receipts
509,
inducing
west of the corner of sections 1, 6, 12, Southern Pacific
Lower prices of hogs sent the pro- - eras. Martst
j
98
stesiy. Xsnre steers
and 7 in Twp. 15 N. R. 14 E., R. 15 Vnion Pacific
1474, visions market off at the peeing bin $7.73 g
somhera
steers jfcspgE. of N. M.'P. M. (as established by United States Steel
59
erain strength brought about a rally. ' ?; soothers caws and feeder fs.5
Russell B. Rice, county surveyor, in United States
15 lower tai 0S5; satire cows ted tellers fL59
107's First prices were 12
Steel, pfd
1893) which is the northeast corner
advance. The earliest ouotatios? i 8.30; stackers and feeders f 5.758
of the claim, and running thence
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
jon May were pork $20.S6 to
SiO; bcOs SUff7.0; calves f7.l&
south 5 degrees 30 minutes east 4S2
20. With
much hard $10.62
Chicago, March
and ribs 110.72. TT.ei M.SO; western steers i7jCvgiS;
feet to a point for the southeast cor- older weather in the west and sou'.h-- j closing quotations were:
western cows JiXDg S.3.
ner of the claim; thence south 71 de- vest, predictions of still lower tern-- ;
Wheat, May SOU; July f.?; Septew-- i Bogs Eece&is CDO. Vr rtt
grees 03 minutes west 574 feet thence
sent wheat up today afterjber 89.
ex. Bulk of sates SSSTCSSS; nearr
south 11 degrees 45 minutes east 2C7 an easy opening. Buying by leading j Corn, May
July
packers sad betters
53;
54;
feet; thence south 78 degrees 15 min- houses was strongly in evidence. May ber 55.
j
lisht $i.73g.??- - pi!
tS.7Pff?$J3;
utes west 957 feet to the southwest opened to
higher lower at S9 to j Oats, May 33; July 23; Severn-- j J7.M Sa,'
corner of the claim; thence north 5
and quickly advanced to 89
j ber 33.
SheeRfceipts it.C'Hi
degrees 30 minutes west 743 feet to The traders seemingly ignored pro-- !
Pork, May $20.60; July f 10.30; ep-- i lower. Mortons
Cclorai.--.
the northwest corner; thence north pects for liberal world's shipments. tember $19.77.
!
lambs $5.WS.: raxge we:he ssd
78 degrees 15 minutes east 1500 feet The close was
i
strong with May 51
Lard. May 510.77; Jnly J30
yearlings $S (: g7.75; rsxre ewes
to the place of 'beginning.
at 9U.
(September. $10.67.
$3.3fi6.a.
Also a tract beginning at a point
862 feet south and 10H6 feet west of
the corner sections of 1, 12, 6 and 7
of Twp. 15 north range 14 east range
15 east of N. M. P. M. (as ascertained
as in above described piece) which is
the northwest corner of the claim,
and running thence north 71 degrees
1500 feet to the north03 minutes-eas- t
east corner; thence 55 degree 30 minutes east 600 feet to the southeast
corner; thence south 71 degrees 03
fi-'-f.
minutes west 858 feet to a point near
the southwiHt corner of the San Pablo
Cemetery; thence nctti 18 degrees I
-57 minutes west 119 leet to a pint
east
said
corner
north
of
near the
rchildren, we are show in c an nnnsnnl 6nmnpnt f 't
cemetery; thence south 71 degrees 03
ana
Mew
buck
Canvas Pumps and Shoes." "Splendidly cp - to- cate
tent,
minutes west 642 feet to a point for
'
in style, superior workmanship and materials.
the southwest cornet-- ; thence north
5 degrees 30 minutes west 4S2 feet
to the place of beginning.
Also a tract 'beginning at a point
south 33 degrees z; minmes west 441
feet distant from the corner of sec- 1
v..
AI)
tion 1 6, 12 and 7 of Twp. 15 N. R.
14 E., R. 15 E., N. M. P. M. and running thence north 2 degrees 40 minutes west 19 chains to the north west
corner; thence north 87 degrees 20
minutes east 11.50 chains to a polit
in the fence on the west aide of the
'The
Si. 25 Shirts
!''
SpeciU i.v Tzi- public road, which is the northeast
If
day ud Seisir- corner; thence south 24 degrees west
for Men, each
- k Ctiitio P Yard
along fence 4.65 chains to the southeast corner; thence south 71 degrees
lf&j
$1
Co
00 minutes west 10.50 chains to the
2"
of
beginning
containing
place
acres.

EtjllrrED

J

j

Washington, March 20. Two well
defined storms causing widespread
precipitation exist in the country
today, the weather burea reporting
one centered in the lake regions and
another over the plateau.
in tne.west decided falls ;n temperature have occurred on this, the last
day of the winter season, the thermometer at Havre, Mont., registering 22 degrees below zero. Tn nortn-er- n
Wyoming and western Minnesota
cold wave warnings have been issued and also for Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas Panhandle, and the Mississippi and Ohio- valley states. Decid
edly low temperatures in the Atlantic
statesirare "predicted for tomorrow.

Train Schedule Resumed.
Kalispel, Mont, March 20. A four
days' blockade on the Great Northern
railway, which began Sunday, was
broken early today when the first rotary snow plow bucked through the
drifts. Nine westbound trains, stalled
In the mountains, and five eastbound
Albuquerque; Supt. C. F. Miller,
held at White Fish, were
trains
Miss Pearl Hutchinson, East
Ofi'Icie'iF expect to get back
Las Vegas; Miss Sarah D. Ulflifr,
on the regular schedule by tonight.
Hudson; Prof. J. H. Dowden, Raton;
Mrs. Lou Cobb, Las Vegas; Prof. F.
S. North, Xobe; Mrs. Lillian
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Electric Light
is the ideal
illumineLnt.

Hve your

home wired

NOW.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.
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Easter Or

SUNDAY IS EASTER SUNDAY

New Footwear Just Received for Children

v.

V,--v,-

;

Prices S1.50 to S3.00

Departments Are Filled With the Season's
Latest Productions

Store of Quality

s

k.

E.LasVcgas.

.1

JL
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.THURSDAY,

BYDAED

ry

and prkts are
yea ccme tD tis.

Lae$ mi Misses
57.50

from

Mont was a

"

A great deal of art.
Ladies' Coiffures

Ciia

y

J

,"
'

.

A3 leading sfyks in fabrics
at pcptilar prices. We have a
more and
popular
and
of
Hoe
dress
good
priced
wish gxdt than ever.
up-to-d-

i,'

largely due to the use

ifc

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

S2.45

TURNED THE JOKE

ON

!:-

;

Hoffmjn&Cranljar&

!

BISHOP

Sreat Episcopal Churchman Found
That Rabbi Could Give at Good ''
a Shot as He Got

We have just received a large quanti- ty of human French refined hair in all
shades and all grades, 30 to 36 and 38
inches long, which can be made to

v

?!'
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day-lette- r,

i"n

yester-rtcadaix-

,

two-phas- e

G-r-

Ite

ft TRUST

CO.
110.000.00

declared he had been offered
HIT night, and two first class
players in
$35,000
for Roger Bresnahan by a
exchange
Peck Smith's Gem of Wisdom a
National league club, the name of
Source of Pure Delight 'to His
which he refused to' make known.
Relatives.
Although it was one of the biggest ofA New England schoolma'am obtain-e- d fers ever made for a ban player, ne
a situation out In Arkansas, and refused to part with the former St.
became so successful that she .de- Louis manager.
termined to give an exhibition of her.
pupils' progress, and Invited all.heir.
BLACK MAY DIE
parents to be present on Friday eve- Troy, N. Y, March 20. The condioing. The entertainment moved satistion of former Governor Frank S.
factorily to all concerned.
"Now," said the teacher, toward the 'J TJlack, who is suffering with valvul
close, "I want every boy to repeat ar disease of the heart, was very
some proverb that he has heard. This
giave today. He is unconscious and
is entirely impromptu," the teacher
to the parents, "but I feel sure may not live through the day.
that the boys will do themselves credit,
KILLS TRADING STAMPS
although they did not know in advance
20. Govthat they were to be called upon. Now,'
Olympla, Wash, March
lohnnie, can you give an example of ernor Lister today signed the bill
some old saying that you have found which is
designed to put trading
helped you?"
" 'All is not gold that glitters,' re- stamp companies ut of business by
0
Imposing a prohibitory license of
plied Johnnie.
of
the
In
each
a
county
indeed."
year
good
good.
Very
"Very
" 'Be virtuous and youll be happy,' " state.
said Jimmie.
i.ij
"That's splendid. Why, you boys
NICARAGUA SATISFIED.
remind me so much of a school I once
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua,
taught in Boston," responded the fair
March 20. The publication here of
teacher.
" 'The germ of ambition is the chryPresident Woodrow Wilson's declara
salis of wisdom,' " said Willie.
has
ator regarding
And so on down the class she weut, caused general satisfaction among
until she got to Peck Smith. He wasn't all
parties In Nicaragua.
very bright, and she Intended to Bkip
to
seemed
anxious
he
him, but
say
something, and she asked him if he
ELIOT NOT ANXIOUS
knew any old proverb. He did.
"'A stump-taileyaller dog is the
best for coons,' " announced Peck; and
FOR A NEW
the Joy of his relatives reached such
a pitch that his father paid a year's
tuition in advance before he left the
schoolhouse. Philadelphia Dedger. .,
PRESIDENT EMERITUS OF HARVARD DOES NOT CARE TO
BE AMBASSADOR
OWN"
HEART
AFTER LINCOLN'S
THAT MADE

"PROVERB"

L

J.

-

-

-

Mrs. Champ Clark, who is. as well
known for her brilliancy in conversa'
v.
tion as her husband, the speaker. of,
4
the house of representatives, is for
;
his fame in politics, tells this story: '
.
The Iste Bishop Potter of New York
'
a most unclerical relish for prac- had
TKE KSTXJT FHCE STCFE
We
match
can
your individual order.
j
tical
jokes and pointed anecdotes. His
'
'
'
,
cosmopolitan spirit loved men and
your hair PERFECTLY. Prices liberal.
things, and nothing pleased him betAsaMfa-AfTf SCA Tsx Gear Finn
Come in and see for yourself.
i
ter than to gather a group of conFhauMiia KM
Pr. M. P. Dea Mara is and party left
genial spirits about him and swap
7
Bring your combings in and have
jokes.
this morning for Manueutas, near
One day he met a friend, a distin1
them made into Braids and Puffs.
Sapello, where they will spend the
guished Jewish rabbi, and said to him
day.
In great seriousness:
I
W. H. Comstock returned this
FR1EDI1NN SAYS TO
"Rabbi, I am greatly worried about
from Kansas City where he
a dream I had the other night 1
dreamed 1 died and went to the JewSTAY AT HOME easiness.
ish heaven. And who do you suppose
were the only occupants?"
Mr. and Mrs. John Brunton on
610
Ave
Phone Vegas 340
Douglas
"I don't knetv, I'm sure," said the
the city this
arrived
ia
Shoemaker
N.
M.
LAS
EAST
VEGAS,
GEKUAJ DOCTOR SAYS HE WILL!'
rabbi.
busand
visit
short
a
for
aftenooq
second-han"Pawnbrokers
and
TREAT PATIENTS AS SOON
iness errand here.
the
men,"
bishop.
laughed
clothing
AS POSSIBLE
I
William Jaffa, the prominent busi- The rabbi said nothing.
i ness man of Santa Fe, came in from
Shortly after, however, he met- the
w
Yet March. . Dr. r ..ea-TOO
WESTERN UNION TO
for a OLD TIMERS NO
bishop.
"Why bishop," he said, "I
last
night
Capitol
City
sjkzz, tee Ggrmaa specials, usueu short business visit here.
had a dream myself the other night."
a Ka.:eBtt today advising persons Superintendent P. L. Myers arrived
"Yes," said the bishop uneasily;
INCREASE PLANT "and
OLD TO PLAY HARD
to come to this
',- yrxn itend
what did you dream?"
Junta
here this afternooa from La
"I dreamed I went to the Christian
t.-- j
fron differs s.t parts of the coal-tr- y and Trinidad where he has been for
heaven."
far treatment with his vaccine, the
ELKS DISCOVER SOME OF THS INSTALLS TWO NEW DUPLEXES
past week on business.
"Well,"
pursued Potter, bracing
u- - wait Eil the goTenuneiit tests ot
AND OTHER EQUIPMENT OF
Garland Speace baegage jnan at
MORE ELDERLY MEMBERS
himself, "who did you find there?"
t ?
hive been completed.
"Nobody," answered the rabbi.
ARE GOOD BOWLERS.
the locai Santa Fe depot, returned
MODERN CLASS.
i
t'H come to Xei York at the: today from- ft short trip in the south- Popular Magazine.
tfrr,." said the statement.! era part of the .state and is again at
As an indication of the ever growOne of the johiesi events that has
"
and keep voor patience his world at
hoEe
'
new Elks' home since ing population and business of the WHY THE PASTOR WAS LATE
'si&j
in
occurred
the
It wiu cot be Ions before yon ha-.- e
who recsntiy left it opened last August was the big west, the Western Union Telegraph
Alfred
of receiviri? my for New Steir,z.
tis ofport-nit- y
York sailed' Tuesday, March bowling contest which was staged company, in pursuance with its pol- On the Way to a Wedding He Met a
Deer, and Stopped to Kill
t nzzezt
1
from that port on the steamship last night Two teams of 25 mem- icy to be equal to any occasion, Is
the Animal.
consume Kaiser Wilhelm II. He is on his way bers each, captained respectively by Increasing its resources at this
A trip to this city wo'-i-d
point
car strecrth and vitality. So doa t to Germany.
Jimmie Duncan and Jose Danziger, by installing new equipment ot the
The Rev. H. H. Thomas, pastor of
tvEe. becaose I can. now treat otby ; t- jjrs. Hoag- - of Mora return- - rolled in a six frame game to deter- most modern class and increasing the the Baptist church at Greenwood and
Womley, started to Greenwood to offtr.ose sx5erers selected by the go-?- j ed last night from Raton where they mine which aggregation possessed capacity of the plant by two-folwon
This is done by adding four new du- iciate at a wedding, and, says the
have been for the past few days on the greatest skill. The Duncans
MCKt physicians.
Arkansas Gazette, after a six mile
Jim1.&9S
score
to
1,549.
of
this
and
left
the
Mount
a
short
visit,
morning by
plex sets, which brings the multi- drive from Mount Ida he saw a large
Tie siperinten.dEt of the
' for their horae at Mora.
mie Duncan had the highest score of plex system up to eight duplexes, one deer chased by a pack of hounds.
said today that the
Sijii
A. MoCreadr, traveling engineer for the evening,
oowling 116. Witten quadruplex and seven local wires.
The preacher forgot about the wedfirst eficLil tsSetins ecsceming tisto
chalk
New"
and followed the deer. He apup
over
Mexico
division
San
Las
Dr.
the
keeled
of
four
has
to
the
eastpins
enough
outlets
ding
treated
Vegas
of
by
f
patients
FrirdmaEB at that institction will be ta Fe Railway company, came in from a score of 114. Following the bow- ern points and three to the west, also proached the large buck, which came
to him, and
"locked horns." The
riven oct tomorrow at Washingtoa. his headquarters in Raton last night ling refreshments were served. A being a repeater point for heavy ov- deer lost histhey
and so did the
footing,
on a short business visit here.
large number of ladies were present, erland circuits. The west has fallen minister, and they went tumbling
M. J. McGuinness, attorney at law having come to watch their husbands in line with the east, the telegraph is down the hillside
together.
and steadies bowl. It is planned to superseding the mail service as evi"I came up on top," said the preachj of Aibnquerqoe, came in from Santa
er, "and In some way I got my knife
Fe last night after a short business hold a similar event every two or denced by the ever increasing
OFFICERS RON DOWN
night-lette- r
visit at that place. He will be in Las three weeks. Some of the "oidtimers"
and cable letter open and cut the deer's throat, and
v esas for a few days on business.
made good scores last night Though telegrams, saving three to five days' while holding to the long, shaggy
horns the deer gave a big leap with
TWO YOUNG THIEVES
new at the game they made the pins toss of time ana at economical rates.
offi
T. A. 'ttT.ilams. a prominent
me and jumped into the water, carrycial in the mechanical department of tumble like a bunch of kids falling To this latter class of business Is due ing me with him. There he died in
who out of bed when mother calls "Buck- the. constant increase of the electrical a few minutes and I pulled him out,
VCUS3 MEN STEAL REVOLVERS the Santa Fe Railway company,
wheat cakes this morning." The plants which are being installed at got a wagon and hauled the deer into
on
account
lately resigned his position
FROM A SHOP WHICH THEY
towas
here
visitor
a
of
playing of "Uncle Charlie" Ilfeld, strategic points throughout the entire Mount Ida."
health,
poor
ENTER FORCIBLY.
The preacher, after being three
"Dock" Shaw, Governor Mills and west, necessitating the expenditure
day. He lives in Pueblo.
hours late, telephoned to Greenwood,
was particularly of thousands of dollars for
uenMurphy
ana
"Mickey"
ot
installing, and, buying a new suit of clothes,
on
lamuy
Kenay
of ihm wore a shoe
sp
good.
ere visitors In the city
operating and maintenance at each served at the wedding of W. R. Burt
wi:a peculiar irons on the heel and;Tr
vand Miss Lillian Anderson.
point
Tafova and Jose'I da - Ir- - Hendy Is the manager of
local
The
auto
is
Ford
the
branch
the
Denver
of
generatplant's
power
Raca, who are under arrest charged
ed from nine
Compliments of the Season.
motor dynawith breaking into the harness shop company and is much interested in OIG UNDERTAKINO
Whether or not thla story, sent to
mos
the
An
most
counof
modern
and
Las
Yeaas
the
style.
surrounding
vf Meliton flibarri on Bridge street,
the London Telegraph by Its Paris
feature of the plant is its
were easly rsn.dowa by Deputy Sher-- ; try.
AHEAD OF BURKE especial
correspondent, is fact or invention, It
time service, electricaVy controlled, has
so delightful a flavor of the Orient
and Xight Policeman
iff P. R, la
and furnished to many firms of ibis that every one will feel that It ought
Two Packard autos passed through
Pedro Paii'".v The boys were sched-cle- d
yesterday ; afternoon enroute from COUNTING OF THE MONEY- WILL city. This time is furnished by the to be true:
to have a hearing late this
When the sultan of Turkey gave orUnited Statss observatory hourly
Detroit Micn. to Los Angeles, Calif.
before Justice F. E. Mares.
BE THE TASK OF NEW UNITders for the mobilization of his troops
D. C.
from
machines' lare equipped with wire
The
Washington,
ED STATES TREASURER.
last tisht Fadiiia and Guertn
he sent the king of Bulgaria, a sack of
A new plant Is to be installed at
aihl" art two 6f - the finest momillet with the following letter:
fied that a window in tne tires
dels put out by the Packard company.
Albuquerque, the necessary equip"Ferdinand Effendi. Mobilize if you
Washington, D. C, March 20.
Vi:arri she? had been broken open
ment
now
under construction, like, but be assured that thers are as
being
John Burke, former governor of North
asd three revolvers, of the value of
and will soon be in operation.
many soldiers in Turkey as there are
had been stoSea from the piace. DR. ELIOT NEARS FOUR SCORE Dakota, the new treasurer of the
of millet in this Back. Now, If
grains
the
as
United Slates, is lost as far
iati:Iia and Guerin at once got on the
you wish, declare war."
Cambridge, Mass.. March 20. Dr.
treasury department is concerned.
X They found that a front window Charles W.
Ferdinand's reply was in kind. He
Eliot, president emeritus
WILL sent a much smaller
had been broken and the shop enter- of Harvard University, entered up-o- He was expected in Washington last TWO MURDERERS
sack, filled with
to take the oath of office toof the hottest red pepper
tiny
grains
night
ed. Taey txcaa looking for clews
his eightieth year today. For a
GO TO THE GALLOWS of. the country. With it went the folaJ sooa discovered tracks leading man of his years Dr. Eliot is unusual- day but had failed to appear at the
o
lowing letter:
Evi-,it:appoiuted time and Secretary'
front the rear of the buildiug.
"Dear Sultan. The Bulgarians are
ly hale and rigorous. Last year he
mm.
haa
from
not
heard
two
made
were
by
the tracks
not numerous, It Is true, but be aswtsde an extensive tour of the far
reThe department is anxious to
SUPREME COURT SAYS GRANADO sured that to stick your nose, into
wal'iixg side by side; On the east and recently he has been
'
ceive the new official, because his
AND JOHN GATES MUST
their affairs is like sticking it into
..ih; shi worn by one of ta
mentioned for art, important
Qondiment. Try it and see.
BE HANGED.
r fa wer- pec -- liar irons at tha heel diplomatic appointment under the entry into of f ice means the necessity
ot counting the nation's wealth. To
They williCsting 3'ou so sharply that
and toe. The efficers followed the cew administration.
...
verify the account or Carmi ThompSanta Fe, N. M., March 20. The the whole of Asia v ill not be able to
tracks and sttcreeded ia catctXps tne
save youi" Youth's Companion.
silson, retiring secretary, the gold,
state supreme court today sustained
i: s.
in
the
securities
and
GETS
NEW JOB.
ver, currency
the district court of Socorro county
When Questioned one of the ioys
Wealth In Music.
will be iu two murder cases as a result of
Paris, March SO. Jean Barthou, treasury vaults
said that the stolen property was at
actjaahly
In view of its Btrange Influence over
the home of D. C. de Baca, a plurniy minister of justice in the retiring counted by a committee which Sec- which Francisco Cranado, who killed man's heart and life, It is no wonder
that the greatest "minds of all ages
er. Eis statement was found to re French cabinet, was requested today retary McAdoo la prepared 'o ap- William S. Clnrk, clerk in the
taxed all language to express
store, 'last wiuter in an at- have
ccrrct, aecortii-- s to the officers, and by President Poincar to form a new point as soon as Mr. Burke is sworn
of the full value of
their
1n.
minarto
,
hold-upcabinet
of
the
take
the
and Irwin Frazler, music. conception
place
it is likely that de Baca wilt be
tempted
Our
is too gross and
education
The transfer ot funds from Thomp- alias John Gates, who killed Tom utilitarian. We
Tesed cr at least cVst-'-y Questioned istry under the premiership o
have made too much
sinson
to
Burke. Jill be the greatest
the robbery. Re mT be tide Briand.' whlca resigned owing
Hall, a deputy sheriff, in a fight with sf the intellect and too little of the
man a posse, wfil be hanged on April 25. feelings. No parent has done his full
gives a chs.ee to explain why he had to its defaat on a veto of confidence gle financial transaction .from
s
in the senate cpon the proportional to man In the nlstory cf the world, The hangings will take place at So- duty to his child until during the
the gr.rs ia his possession.
he
before
sixteen
received
rohb-ermemory
years
the
11
$1,400,000,000
bill.
occurred between
exceeding
The
representation
corro, N. M. Both men are held in
child's mind as a preby Mr. Thompson three months ago the state prison here for safe keep- has given the
and I1:'J o'clock last r.i;ht The
cious memory forever the great patrihis
McClung.
Lee
from
predecessor,
two officers had come over to the
WORKERS ARE SATISFIED
ing.
otic hymns of home and native hind,
East s:3e on business asd the UUhar-r- i
Gates asserts that he will never be the folklore hymns of his race, the
Rochester, N. Y,' March 20 The
sbo? was
during their
hanged and that he will yet escape ?reat classic hymns that sing of man's
KOHLSAAT IS BETTER.
striking garment workers returned
New York, March 20. H. H. Kohl-sat- t. from his cell. He is considered a need and the pathos of God's love, the
to work today ia ail the clothing fac- of immortality and mystery
I
.
publisher of the Chicago Inter-Ocea- desperate man and is said to be one sublimity
tori, following their vote last night
that lies beyond. For music has full
who
the
i o icvede to the terms
men
seven
of
precipitated
a
who
suffered
presented by
recently
power of pathos and sublimity and cku
. who was featured j th
.;- sat board of arbitration. The hemorrhage of the brain, was some- first battle of Juarez when Madero lift man Into the ether of the upper
Ti:- i'i.;h" tzy ht sKts?,strij-&'.:t tine weeks. Tte what improved today, according; to took the border town, lift was one world, can wash the dust from the
?s.'"J-- i
C ' iWjcSM.i Xi
to
wliigs and make it triumphant
it ft victory his ihyiltl&n, but is ?1!1 far from jofat a party aengaged la' a jail delivery soul's
D. Minis.
.
ft-- .
yar
'
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Open an account here and let your money earn 4 per, cent interest.
2 On Checking Accounts
4 On Savings Accounts

Braids Made to Order

"'

danger of being:

or stolen.

of beautiful

BRAIDS and PUFFS.

'",

',

A DAY

;

for Easter at

I

24 flOURS

365 days a year, observes no holiday and never takes a.vacationl,.',.
Money kept at home or in the pocket earns no interest and is in constant

displayed in
which is

'

!

Lacks and Misses Coats from
S7.S3 to $13. CO

now-a-day-

INTEREST WORKS

We have a good assortment of made- up BR IDS of good quality on which
we are making a VERY SPECIAL pric

r

Taiksred Suits
to $20 CO

FIVE

1913.

EASTER SPECIALS

visitor here tod??'.';
A. E. EeU of
canie In last
visit here,
Digit on a shcrr :
j
P. W. II emu of Dallas, Texas, la
a business rlsitor'ia the city today.
f
Simon Bachara,ch left this morning
for Mora on a. few day' business vis-iz at that place.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fugate left this
evenina' fOrHPtJrtSfcST Ore- - where
they will locate.
Mrs. Burr Faonce of Sapello came
in this morning tor a few day's visit
with friends in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Thuli of Wat- rens came in last night on a short
visit with friends here. '
i
Mrs. A R. Murray and daughter,
of Virginia, are visitors in the city
I
today, stopping at the Plaza hotel.
Mrs. David Hazels left last night for
Jopiin, Mo, where she, will spend the
next few weeks visiting her parents.
I
E. T. Dizneo of Corona. X. M,
tojwas a business visitor in the city
day, returning to his home this even-in-

remind y3u fiat syk- r:-' wisfl
"i--

Goldsteia-.o- f

i

;jji

k

I

personals

Mrs. H.

We Lave rowaded cp tL choicest selec&a cf all sorts
1st Scries and
Ve kcrw we need

Suer.

-

I

HBSTii5

MARCH 20,

A
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$6,-00-

Latin-Americ-

d
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Man Who Could Beat War President
at Telling Stories Got Appoint-- -'
ment He Was Seeking. ;

Washington, March 20. At the
White House today it was said that
the reported declaration of Charles
W. Eliot president emerituB of Harvard, that he would decline a diplomatic post if one were offered, might
not deter President Wilson from urging Dr. Eliot to reconsider and take
under advisement an offer of a foreign post
The appointment to London was
thought to be the most likely offer.
If one were made. It has been reported that Dr. Eliot declined a similar
offer from Mr. Taft John R. Mott
of Montclair, N. J., it was said today, has declined an offer on appointment to be minister to China, Mr.
Mott is a Y. M. C. A. official who
fhaa been JdentSfled with the mis
sionary movement, especially in the
far east. It was said Mr. Mott had
been asked to reconsider his declina
tion.

At least one man got ahead of Ling
contest That
coln in a
was Anthony J. Bleecker, who went to
Washington to apply for a position.
He was asked to read his vouchers.
Soon the president stopped him, saying he was like the man who killed
the dog. He had kept on with the
killing after the animal was good and
dead.
The applicant agreed that It was
possible at times to do too much, and
told the story of the converted Indian
who found it hard to learn to pray
for his enemies. The Bible was Quoted to him: "If thine enemy hunger,
feed him; If he thirst, give him drink.
For in so doing thou shalt heap coals
of fire in his head."
convert thereupon- began to
, The
pray most earnestly and at great
length. He asked that his foe should
have pleasant hunting grounds, many
squaws, lots of papooses, and so on.
The priest stopped him. Ha had done
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
enough. Eald the Indian: ' "Let m
pray. I want to burn him down to won its great reputation and extensive sale by its remarkable cures of
the stamp."
It is said that Mr. Bleecker got the coughs, colds and croup. It can be
depended upon. Try it Sold by all
lob.
dealers. Adv.
story-tellin-

-

,

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
MURPHY'S BIG OFFER.
Jacksonville, Fla., March '' 20.
Charles Murphy of the Chicago Na- LOST Gold oval locket Return to
'
Optic and reeclve reward.
tionals, before leaving 'here last

n
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MONESo LOAN
ON 'REAL ESTATE
;

5i Per Cent Per Annum
Long Time
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Payments
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Toung Doctor Cures Patient of
Hallucination While Win- -,
ning

a Wife.

By GERTRUDE MARY SHERIDAN.
Mrs. Susan Roberts was a chronic
invalid. She knew it herself. She
iiad influenced the more impressible
of her friends with the conviction.
As to her devoted but unfortunate
liusband. whatever his opinion he
fully realized that she was making
tiome life about as wretched and uninviting as it could well be.
What had started well and healthy
Mrs. Roberts on the downward road
to despair and dissolution, was the
visit to the town of a quack. This
Irresponsible individual scattered a
Jiamphlet describing his nostrums and
iwelHng gravely upon the dangers of
"wasting away." Just at that time
Mrs. Roberts had lost ten pounds. It
"was warm weather that had reduced
tier flesh, and when she began to worry over her fancied ailments she lost
--

ten

more.
Young Dr. Allen was called In. At
the outset he told his patient that
there was nothing in the world the
matter with her. It was of no avail.
She adopted all the languor and self-pitShe
of a confirmed invalid.
snourned over the ultimate bereavement of her husband.
"If Lucy Day was only married off,"
she was won to say lugubriously," I
would rest more easily in my grave
from a sense of duty done."
Dear Lucy! the saving grace of the
situation. She was pretty as a picture, and loved company and pleasure
as well as any live healthy Miss of
She felt great gratitude,
ighteen.
however, towards the aunt, who had
taken care of her since she had been
left an orphan. She had learned to
y

take most of the household work on

ier

own young willing shoulders when
lier aunt was well. When her fancied ailments came upon her there
were added the duties of a patient,

in walking about she had
stumbled over a stool. She doubted
not that she was losing the use Oi
her limbs. The doctor finally got to
the point of inspecting the injured
foot.
The grave way his face drew down
at once attracted his patient's attention.
She became interested as he
pronounced the mystic words "pedal-liobstruction of the oblongata," then

Vw.
I

Symptoms.

5!stlng Dr. Allen to prepare a bandage
for her aunt, their hads met and he
ave her a kindly '..mile. Later he
had invite? her 'tc a local entertain-

ment

"I dare not leave my aunt. Dr. Allen, she said plainly. "Only make
her well, and it would be a great
pleasure to accompany you."
Dr. Allen looked at her as though
be cherished the promise. Their
friendly Intimacy grew stronger aft-;- r
that, and Lucy was glad whenever
he doctor came to the house.
One day Dr. Allen met John Roberts on the street. He had not called
on his patient for several days, and
lie naturally asked her husband how
Ihis wife was getting along.
"Poorly, doctor, very poorly," re"Declares the
plied John gloomily.
;nd is pretty close. She has lost five
.pounds more, won't eat because it
distresses her, and now she insists
he Is losing the use of her limbs.
"Indeed, how is that?" questioned
the doctor.
"Fell over a chair and lamed her
foot. It's pretty well bruised, but
she says a foot doesn't count when
her whole system Is golnfr to pieces."
A speculative look came Into the
doctor's face. He smiled slightly and
Ms eyes brightened.
"See here, Roberts," he observed
triskly, "we've got to circumvent
that quack who put such nonsense
into your wife's head."
"But how can we do It?" submitted
John doubtingly.
"The opportunity has arrived," prodoctor confidently.
the
nounced
"Somehow we have got to get your
wife's mind away from her hobby.
"The bruised foot will do it."
i
"What do you mean?"
"This evening insist on calling me
are worried about
ip, telling her you
that foot, but don't let her know you
told me about it."
d
"Al! right," agreed the pestered
but hopelessly.
at the Roberts
Pr Allen arrived find
the Invalid
horsie tii.it nteht to
couch down-.F- t
customary
her
K'f--"yincHo Iiiirl to listen to a new
Mrs. Roberts de
,!;::t 'of fymptorus.
hus-hon-

'tt 'n8
i-

'

do any
way when you
learn hew Much

you 'd

it
1

I.

Criflcus 1 hope your new novel
ends happily?
Author Indeed it does! Carries
the story right down to the day that
the hero and the heroine are divorced
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BeffcrEMPRESS
i luui realty is.
Made by GER-

!

MAN PROCESS

MISUNDERSTOOD

ONE COUPON

t

feul

FIVE

STAMPS
YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

BRINGS

A.
iNV

,

SILVER
,

RELY

ON

r

"Have you and your husband never
had any spats?"
"My husband has a pair, but I

E

WOMAN

EMPRESS

can be
tained in this city from

ob-

ALL GROCERY

wouldn't wear the nasty things."

NOTICE.

ASSESSMENT

Notice Is hereby given to all taxpayers In Precinct No. 29 of the
county of San Miguel, that I will he
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, b&
tween the hours of 8 a. r and 5 p.
m., until the 30th day of April, 1913,
to receive returns tf all taxable property. Those failing to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen-laof 25 per cent will he Imposed
on those who fall to make returns.
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 15,

LIKE

1913.

MANUEL

A. SANCHEZ,

Assessor.
H. D. YOUNG,
Deputy.

safety-pins-

.

OFTEN THE CASE

None Supported the Young Man Who
Proved He Lacked
e.

lurch."
But though his family offered him
much advice and a little money, they
did not support him, nor did they encourage him. And he left them sadly. And, finally, because he could
think of no one else who would be
likely to help him, he sought out the
Sage Who Never Slumbers and told
his tale disconsolately. And he did
everything that could be done for the
young man, for he said:
"None will bear you up or carry
you thought because you are not suf-

AT

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

HIMSELF

There was once a young man who
felt that he needed help. When he
was poor in spirit and saw that he
must needs prove himself he comforted himself by saying: "This is
my own town and here are my neighbors and acquaintances. Their good
will must hear me up."
And he leaned on them, but they
were as a broken reed under him.
They did not support him, writes Marguerite O. B. Wilkinson in the Craftsman.
Then he said: "I will go to
my best friend, who Is a very powerful man. Surely he will carry me
through."
But his best friend gave him only
sympathy, and It was easy to see that
by the very giving of that sympathy
doubt was augmented. And the young
man ealled his best friend a traitor
and left him, for he could not win
his support. And then the young man
said: "I will go to those of my own
blood, my family, and they will be
my strong staff on which to lean,
Surely they will not leave me in the

P L

BEAUTIFUL

day.
"Mrs. Roberts." he said, "you used
Jinks Does Mrs. Speedem carry an
to worry a good deal because Lucy extensive repair kit when she goes
wasn't married off, do you remem
ber?"
Bllngs No; merely a paper of

TO

FROM

EM PR ECS FLOUR AND

gentle-hearte-

HAD

do- -

at

Did you have a good- time
Miss Fussy 's party?
Loraine No; Mrs. Fussy worked

LAST

so hard trying to make her guests feet

at ease that she made everybody un
comfortable.
NATURALLY

AND TESTAMENT

of Martha Green, Deceased.
State of New Mexico
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
14th day of April, A. D. 1913, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Martha Green, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 2t0h day
of February, A. D., 1913.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.

flu

w

She I understand that Maud's marriage was a great shock to all her

ficient foryoruself. Why should they friends.
He Yes; I heard she married an
have confidence in you when you have
more confidence in them than in your- electrical engineer.
self? What else have you but your
The One Requisite.
self to guarantee your undertakings?
The Manager I can't use your new
Rely on your own strength, support
comedy: it Is too long.
yourself!"
The playwright But It Is as broad
it Is long.
as
woman
does
a
after
The first thing
The
That's differer.:
Manager
moving into a new house is to look
Come Into my private office and we'll
In all the closets to see If the last
talk business. Life.
tenants left any family skeletons.

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

labor,

Then

one-wa- y

second-clas-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
llnee. Aii
advertle mentt charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

jj12

D.

jy
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BATCHELOR,
LAS VEGAS.

Aenl

a

DORADO

municatioa first and
"""
in
iuuruaay
eacn nonUi. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Wm. P Miliu
W. M, H. S .Van Petten,
Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-i- f
Ular conclave sen. d Tuee--

LODGE

NO. .

1

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Meets
ery
ning

Monday eve
in
Caatl

Hall.

Harry Martin,
and Seal.

Vlaltlaj
Knights ar cord
ally Invited. Chat
Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Command!
Keeper of Record!

Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

RETAIL PRICES

Fine purebred sin- gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Osage City, Kan.

LOST

Gold signet ring with initials
M. E. R. Finder return to Optic office and receive reward.

Awk

your lrnvVlnt

A

for

JHttninnd TirnnlV
IMllain Itrd ti1
n.ruillAV
houM, tealeil with Itlue Kill!n. V
Tak no oihr. lttiy of your
m
for II l. in
lmmxtHK
lAAIUlF I KAft Ii I'll. I M fir ft S

.ld

wrrn

yews known as

Het(f:-fas-

Always KellaM

SUBGGISTSVM.itE

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Urdwood Finishing, Paper Hanrlnn

and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully
Rids Plata

AUTOMOBILE,

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery.
to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lbt Each Delivery
50 Iba. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba. Each Delivery

1,000 Iba.

.

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

100
10
100
100

lbs.
I be.

Iba.
Iba.
1M Iba.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Lost

s

of "San Joaquin Val- ley" folder, apply 'o

CAP I

lay In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L..O.
O. MOOSE Meets second
aal
KinkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme, Refourth
Thursday evening
eael
corder.
month at VV. O. W. Hall. Vlsitlai
brothers cordially invited.
Dr.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornidi
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
,
Secretary.
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
LOCAL TIME CARD
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
Arrive
Depan
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No. 2
9:10 d m
n OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
8. Meets first and inlrd Fridays No. 4
11:05 p. m
11:05 p. a
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple, No. 8
2:05 a. m
2:10 a. b
Mrs. J. o. Rutledge, Worthy Ma- No. 10
1:45 p. m..... 2:10 n. m
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.
WEST BOUND
WANTED Experienced woman to do
No. 1.... 1:20 p. m
1:45 p. s
and
cooking
help with housework.
6:10 a. m
Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053 Eighth FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
6:15 a. a
NO. No. 3
'
102 Mees every Monday
4:20 p. m
street.
4:30 p. a
night at No. 7
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. a
8 o'clock.
WANTED Woman for general house
are
Visiting
ATTORNEYS
work. Apply at 1100 Seventh St
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
WANTED A farm hand, married or
H.
Hunker Chester A. Hunt
George
single, good wages and steady job.
Call at Central hotel.
Attorney
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
New Mexfcw
Meet in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
GOOD practical nurse wishes few
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
cases. Address 706 Lincoln avenue
or phone Purple 5102.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommlo, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
Main ll
welcome and cordially invited.
House Telephone
Main tt
FOR RENT Six room house, good lo
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
DR. F". B. HUXMANN
cation. Call 716 Seventh street
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Dentist
of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description s
FOR RENT Eight room stone house, Tuesday
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
moderate prices.
modern conveniences. Apply 920
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
Gallinas.
Isaac Appol,
cordially invited.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
retary.
511 Ninth street'
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thai
COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and he Is senior partner of the firm of F.
J.
in
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, the Cheney & Co., doing business
City of Toledo, County and State
Pioneer building.
FOR SALE Water motor washing
Visiting mem- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
bers are cordially invited'. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLmachine.
Call at 722 Fifth street,
LARS for each and every case of Ca
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
or phone Main 487.
tarrh that cannot he cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FOR SALE Baby chicks and eggs I. O. O. F. LAS
FRANK J. CHENEY.
VEGA8 LODGE NO.
to before me and subscribed
for hatching. C. W. Wesner, phone
1
Meets every Monday evening at In Sworn
my presence, this 6th day of DeMain 454.
their hall on Sixth street All visit cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
lng brethren cordially invited to at(Seal)
FOR SALE 1 young Jersey cow, will
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Notary Public.
be fresh in a few days. C.iarles F,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
nally and acts directly upon the
Adlon, East Las Vegas.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
system. Send for testimonials free.
FOR, SALE 6 hole range and 2 burn
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
er blue flame oil stov.e. Apply 620
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for const)
Main avenue.
fourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv
month Elks home on Ninth street
FOR SALE Piano and player, with
You can say goodbye to constipa
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth100 selections. China
cubbard, dintion with a clear conscience If you
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
room
table
and refrigerator. 16
ing
Tablets. Many
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Con- use Chamberlain
Grand avenue.
have been permanently cured by their
don. Secretary.
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
so narness and buggy. 716 Seventh

I.al'At

tickets from Las Vegas
to Los An?clcB San Francisco,
San Diego and to many other
points in California will be
sold for $".0.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines
in connectlou with the Santa
Fe
Liberal
stopover privileges.
Three fast trains daily from
Las
Vegas
tourist
carry
s'leepers and free chair cars.
Harvey meals,
For tickets, reservations, in- '
formation
and copy
1
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TISEMENTS

Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. There Climate, soil and water, in
work wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
garden truck, poultry, and dairy products point the way to
more than a mere living.

1

COLUMN

BABY CHICKS

CALIFORNIA
with Intelligent

CHAPMAN

street

You Will Like

-

Evelyn

WILL

BAST 'AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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something

-

.
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1

a present for

ing what was coming next.
'Well, I want to take her off your
hands," smiled the doctor. "We are
engaged, and that 'change' I ordered
for you can include a pleasant shopping trip to the city, selecting her
wedding trousseau."
(Copyright, 1913, by W. (i. Chapman.)
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'Why yes," she admitted, wonder
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untiring nurse.
lovDr. Allen looked
meaningly
Lucy therefore had little time to
think of beaux or parties. As to love, ingly at the brave little nurse, and
lier practical life banished romance. Lucy's pretty pink ears tingled.
One day the doctor placed a metalTt was true she had flushed and her
heart beat a trifle faster When, In as- - lic strip In the bandage around his
patient's foot. When he took it out
the next morning he dropped it Into
some liquid. It hissed and sizzled, as
Some more scientific
he Intended.
hocus pocus. Then he washed off the
coloring and said the toxin was all
out of his patient's system.
"You are a well woman get weigh
ed," he advised.
When Mrs. Roberts tipped the
scales at 165 pounds, showing her loss
regained and five pounds to the good,
she screamed in joyful
hysterics.
Then she laughed, danced, and no
more wasting away!
Dr. Allen made a call not professional this time on his patient next

I?!

1913.

KOW-A-DAY- S.

that

alarmed as he said seriously:
"This is a vital case, Mrs. Roberta
Your foot must receive the most care
ful treatment."
"Why, doctor," flurried the invalid
"it scarcely pains me."
"That may be due to the deadening
effect of a local poison In the blood,"
advised the crafty and scheming practitioner. "I shall have to poultict
and bandage it. You must not expose
It to the air. If there is farther dis
coloration, it may indicate a grav
complication."
Dr. Allen opened the medicine case
He saturated a bandage with som
specially prepared liquid. His face
expressed some satisfaction as he left
his patient worrying over all kinds
of new trouble.
"We've got her mind on the foot,"
he whispered to Lucy as he left the
house. "Keep it there and we'll out
wit the 'wasting away' hallucination."
When Dr. Allen came the next
morning and uncovered the bruised
foot Mrs. Roberts nearly fainted away.
It was black as ink to the ankle.
Then there was a great ado. More
scientific
words, renewed Injunctions as to its care. Inside
of two days Mrs. Roberts had forgotten all her wandering aches and
pains. The doctor nursed her fears.
He hinted at a possible operation.
"Doctor Allen, isn't it a little cruel
to keep up this farce?" remonstrated
the
Lucy one day.
'What.! When I am satisfied that
It will lead to your accepting that invitation of mine?" smiled the doctor.
"Why, my dear little friend, your aunt
is eating anything and everything to
counteract 'the toxic influence of that
oblongata,' isn't she? That's all she
needed good solid nourishment. She
was, simply on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. When I get through with
that foot she will be her old hearty
"
self once more. Then

MARCH 20,

Given.
old Town

CARRIAGE

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities of Whteh Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.

bo

OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY tha particular thing la worth most

n

That property you want to aell Is WORTH MOST .o someoee
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear el
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. In this newspaper want (ad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, article of usefulness of any sort, and musical

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

As the classified ads, are read by all possible buyers, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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mat rac.Ket m
want it. Take that clothes-linoff of
me." Carara loosened the noose, and
his captive rolled up the steps
his face with his handkerchief.
"What made you run away?" demanded Speed.
"Any time a bunch of bandits unhitch their gats, I'm on my way," sputtered the fat man. "I'm gun-shsee?
And when this hold-ucomes off I
beat It till that Cuban rummy with the
medals on his dicer rides a live horse
up my back."
Trou don't appreciate the honor," i
explained his employer; then turning
to the others, be announced: "Will
you allow me to Introduce Mr. Lawrence Glass? He Isn't really a valet,
you know, Miss Chapin, and he doesn't
car for the west yet. It Is his first
trip."
"I have heard my brother speak of
Larry Glass," said Jean, graciously.
Mr. Glass courtesled awkwardly.
nd swinging his right foot back of
his left, tapped the floor with his toe.
"You were a trainer at Yale when
Jack was there?"
"That's me," Mr. Glass wheezed.
"I'm there with the big rub, too. Wal-l- y
said he was going to train during
vacation, so be staked me to a trip
out here, and I came along to look
after him."
"Come Into the house," said Jean.
"Stover will Bee to your baggage."
It was growing dark when the ratAs they entered, Mr. Berkeley Frestle of wheels outside the ranch-housno saw the late arrival bend over
brought the occupants to the porch in Helen Blake, and heard him murmur:
time to see Nigger Mike halt his buck-boar-d
"The same unforgettable eyes of
and two figures prepare to
Italian blue."
And Mr. Fresno decided to dislike
"It's Mr. Speed!" cried Miss Blake. Wally Speed, even if it required an
Then she uttered a scream as the vel- effort.
vet darkness was rent by a dozen
tongues of flame, while a shrill yelping arose, as of an Apache
, (To Be Continued
Tomorrow.)
"It's the boys," said Jean. "What
on earth has possessed them?"
But Stover had planned no ordinary
reception, and the pandemonium did
not cease until the men had emptied f
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
their weapons.
Then Mr. J. Wallingford Speed came
Stumbling up the steps and into the
s
John Flood will support Grace
arms of his friends, the tails of his
Love
Leash."
"The
in
dust-coa- t
streaming.
The play "Not For Sale" has been
"Really? This is more than I expected," he gasped; then turning, renamed "The Cradle Snatcher."
doffed his straw hat to the
A new opera to be produced next,
figures beyond the light, and season is called "Maid of the Mist.-- '
cried, gayly: "Thank you, gentlemen!
William Faversham contemplates
Thank you for missing me!"
another
tevson of Shakespearean ra-- r
"Yow ee!" responded the cowertoire.
boys.
Louis Ncthersole is doing the pub"How do you do. Miss Chapin!"
Speed shook hands with his hostess, licity work for, Lillian Russell's beauand in the radiance from the open ty
.
doorway she saw that his face was
Walter
Jones will star next season
round and boyish, and his smile pea play entiled "The Royal Fat
in
culiarly engaging.
She welcomed him appropriately; Boy."
"Officer 666" is to make a tour of
then said: "This reception Is quite as
startling to us as to you. You know, the English provinces with an EngMr. Speed, that we have with us a lish
company.
friend of yours." She slightly drew
E. Shea is to produce a
Thomas
Helen forward. "And this la Mrs.
play called "The Whirlpool" by Henry Irving Dodge.
A stock company in Milwaukee
revived J. A. Kerne's famous

but Miss Jean and the mtle'yai!CT-haire- d
girl say he's the fastest man in
the world. I figgerod we might rib
up something with the Contipede."
i
Still Bill winked sagely.
"See here, do you reckon he'd rifn?"
"Sure! He's a friend of the boss.
And he'll run on the level too. He
can't be nothin' like Humpy."
"If he is, I'll git him," said the cowboy. "Oh, I'll git him sure, guest or
no guest. But how about the phonograph?"
Jll Tiyt It UD QUlCk
"Tho f!wiHiurta
enougn; there ain't no sentiment in
that outfit."
"Then It sounds good."
"An' It '11 work. Gallagher's anxious
to trim us again. Some folks can't'
stand prosperity."
Willie spat unerringly at a
"Lord!" said he, "It's too
good! It don't sound possible."
"Well, it. is, and our man will be
here this even in'. Watch out for Nigger Mike, and when he drives up let's
give this party a welcome that 11
warm his heart on the Jump. There's
nothin' like a good impression."
"I'll be on the job." assured Willie.
'But I state right here and now. If we
do get a race there ain't
to be
no chance of our losin' for a second
time."
And Stover went on his way to
spread the tidings.
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"isutyou unaers'iauu, 1 course
lean must have explained to you.
CHAPTER I Cowboys of the Flylnt Mother was called away suddenly, and
Heart ranch are heartbroken over th
she can't
back now. You surely
d
of their
phonograph by won't leaveget
)o8 defeat
of their champion in a footyou can't." Chapin add-d- ,
the
race with the cook of the Centipede
hopefully: "Why, you would break
ranch. A house party is on at the Flyins
Heart. J. WallinpforcJ Speed, cheer lead- up Jean's party. You see, there's noer at Tale, and Culver CovinRton, inter- body around here to take your place."
collegiate champion runner, are expectSYNOPSIS.

much-prize-

"But"

ed.

"Nonsense! This Is an unconventional country. What'B wrong with
you as a chapir.on, anrway? Nobody
out here even knows what a chaperon
Is. And I'll be baiJt as soon as I can."
"Do you really think that would
helti?" Roberta's eyes laughed humorously.
"I'm not thinking of the others, I'm
thinking of myself," declared the
young man, boldly. "I don't want you
to go before I return. You must not!
If you go, I I shall follow you." He
grasped her hand impulsively.
-

CHAPTER II Helen Blake, Speed's
sweetheart, augseets to Jean Chapln. sister of the owner of the ranch, that she
Induce Covington, her lover, to win back
the phonograph. Helen declares that if
Covington won't run. Speed will. She
tells Stover, the foreman, that the phonograph will ix, wop back.
(Continued

from

CHAPTER

Yesterday)
III.

T was still early In the after
noon when Jack Cbapin and

1 the
youthful chaperon found

the other young people
gether on the gallery.
"Here's a telegram from
Speed," began Jack.
"It's terribly funny," said
Mrs. Keap. "That Mexican
brought it to us down at the spring-houseto-

."

Miss Blake lost her bored expression, and sat up in the hammock.
" 'Mr. Jack Cbapin,' " read the owner
of the Plying Heart Ranch. " 'Dear
Jack: I couldn't wait for Covington,

and fireworks
bo meet with brass-banthis afternoon. Have flowers in bloom
In the little park beside the depot, and
see that the daisies nod to me. J.
Wallingford Speed. "
"Park, eh?' said Fresno, dryly.
and a
"Telegraph office, water-tank- ,
cattle-chutWhere does this fellow
think he is?"
"Here's a postcript," added Chapin.
" 'I have a valet who does not seem
to enjoy the trip. Divide a kiss among
the girls.' "
"Well, well! He's stingy with his
kisses," observed Berkeley. "Who is
this humorous party?"
"He was a Freshman at Yale the
year I graduated," explained Jack.
"Too bad he never got out of that
class." Tt was evident that Mr. Speed's
levity made no impression upon the
Glee Club tenor. "He hates to talk
about himself, doesn't he?"
"I think he is very clever," said
Miss Blake, warmly.
"How- well do you know him?"
"Not as well as I'd like to."
Fresno puffed at his little pipe with-

"Oh!"

exclaimed

the

silence.
'You do love me, Roberta?"

r.

war-part-

f--

Fil-kin-

d

Chapin

andertook,to remove the girl's hands
from her face, when a slight cough in
the hall behind caused him to turn
suddenly in time to see Berkeley Fres
no passing the open door.
"There! You see!" Mrs. Keap's face
was tragic. "You see!" She turned
and fled, leaving the master of the
ranch in the middle of the floor, be
to be
wildered, but a bit Inclined
happy. A moment later the plump
face of Berkeley Fresno appeared cau
door-jamHe
tiously around the
coughed again gravely.
"I happened to be passing." said he.
"You'll pardon me?"
"This is the most thickly settled
spot In New Mexico!" Chapin declared
with an artificial laugh, choking his

le.J-Te-

n

mil

11

"j

Indignation.

Fresno slowly brought his round
body out from concealment.
"I came in to get a match."
out remarking at this.
"Why don't you carry matches?"
Fresno puffed complacently upon his
"Well, who wants to go and meet
him?" queried Jack.
pipe. "This," he mused, as his host
"Won't you?" asked his sister.
departed, "eliminates the chaperon,
"I can't. I've Just got word from and that helps some."
the Eleven X that I'm wanted. The
Still Bill Stover lost no time In
foreman is hurt. I may not be back
for some time."
breaking the news to the boys.
"There's something comin' off," he
"Nigger Mike met me," observed
advised Willie.
"We've got another
Fresno, darkly.
"Then Nigger Mike for Speed,"
If he had hoped for an outburst of
"I've told
laughed the cattle-man- .
Carara to hitch up the pintos for me, rapture on the part of the little gun
man he was disappointed, for Willie
I must be going."
"I'll see that you are safely started," shifted his holster, smiled evilly
said the young widow; and leaving the through his glasses, and Inquired, with
trio on the gallery, they entered the ominous restraint:
"Where is he?"
house.
When they had gone Jean smiled
Being the one man on the Flying
wisely at Helen. "Roberta's such a Heart who had occasion to wear a
thoughtful chaperon," she observed, gun, Willie seldom smiled from a
sense of humor. Here it may be said
whereupon Miss Blake giggled
As for Mrs. Keap, she was inquiring that, deceived at first by his scholarly
s
had
of Jack with genuine solicitude:
ippearance, his
"Do you really mean that you may jibed at Willie's affectation of a swing-in?- ;
holster, but the custom had lanbe gone for some time?"
When it became
"I do. It may be a week; it may be guished abruptly.
longer; I can't tell until I get over known who he was, the other
had volubly declared that this
there."
was a free country,
where a man
"I'm sorry." Mrs, Keap's face showed some disappointment.
might exercise a wide discretion In
"So am I."
the choice of personal adornment;
"I shall have to look out for these ind as for them, they avowed unanimously that the practice of packing a
young people all by myself." ,
"What a queer little way you have Colts was one which met with their
of talking, as if you were years and most cordial approbation. In , time
,
had become
Willie's
years old."
as a part of the local scenery,
"I do feel as if I were. I I well,
I have had an unhappy experience
snd, like the scenery, no one thought
T?" know unhappineBS builds months of remarking upon it. least of all those
who best knew his lack of humor. He
Into yeaio."
had come to them out of the Nowhere,
tWs hoH3".
"When Jean Rut
mreun, , some four years previously, and while
party," young Chapin
"I thought I should be bored to death. he never spoke of himself, and disBut I haven't' been. You know, I couraged reminiscence in others, it
don't want to go over there?" He became known through those vague
uncharted channels by which news
nodded vaguely toward the south.
"I thought perhaps it suited your travels bn the frontier, that bacu in
convenience." His companion, watched the Texas Panhandle there was a
him gravely. "Are you quite sure limping marshal who felt regrets at
that your sister's guests have not-- had mention of his name, and that farther
a susomething to do with this sudden north were other men who had

fill Mil.,

f
1

fellow-laborer-

s

perstitious dread of undersized cowdetermination?"
"I am quite sure. I never liked the men with spectacles.
"This here is a real
old Flying Heart so much as I do today. I never regretted leaving it so said Stover.
much as I do at this moment"
"Exactly," agreed the other. "Where'
"

Is lw?"

re-

turn."
Young Chapin started. '"Yc-i- don't
mean that, really?"
Mrs. Keap nodded her dark head.
"It was all very well for me to chaperon Helen on the way out from the
l

butit

isn't exactly regular for
to play that part here with other

east,
Die

winn--

i

iinlp

in lonk ofUtr "

r
"He'll be here this afternoon.
Mike's bringin' him over from the
railroad. He's a guest."
"Oh!"
"Yep! He's intercolleglt chathpeen
of Yale."
"Yale?" repeated the
man, "Don't know's I ever been
there. Much of a town?"
Nig-t;e-

near-sighte- d

"1

ain't never trawled euHtjavelfj,

play, "Hearts! of Oak."
Tyrone Powers' starring tour in
"Julius Caesar" is to open shortly at
Halifax, Nova Scotia. .
Cyril Scott has been engaged for
Augustin McHugh's latest comedy entitled "Value Received."
George Drew Mendum is going into vaudeville in a new sketch an-,will be supported by a company of

four.
Norman Hackett is appearing in "A
Double Deceiver," a play founded
of O. Henry's stories. Miss Elizabeth Forney, the well
known little toe dancer, has been selected for a part in "Babes in the

up-on- e

1

"We may be gone before you

g

d.

i

ranch-Hand-

mop-pi'.i-

'

chaperon.

Had Planned No Ordinary Reception,

looking after us a bit
Is away. Roberta, may
Covington's friend, and
good to him?"
"Don't forget me," said. Fresno,
pushing into the light.
"Mr. Berkeley Fresno, of Leland
Stanford University."
"Hello, Frez!" Speed thrust out his
hand warmly. Not so the Callfornlan
He replied, with hauteur:
and allowed
"Fresno!
r
to grasp a limp, moist
the

Keap, who is
while mother
I present Mr.
ask you to be

new-come-

hand.
"Ah! Go to the head of the class!
I'm sorry you broke your wrist, however. " Tho eastern lad spoke lightly, and gave the palm a hearty sqeeza

Wood."
A play dealing with the white slave
traffic problem is in contemplation
as a Charles Frohnian production"..
Sara Algood, the leading lady of
the Irish Players, says she wou'd like
to act in American melodrama.
"The Man Higher Up," by Ediifc
Ellis, is one o fine more recent successful productions
by Joseph M.

Gaites.
A one-aby Martha Morton,
called "Her Wii'i ug Way," is vo be
given shortly in New York at a charity performance.
Marc Klaw, of Klaw and Erlanger,
is negotiating for an American production of "The Little King," which
has made a success In Berlin.
Oliver Morosco has offered a prize
of $1,000 for the words and music of
a song to use for dedication in connection with Lauretta Taylor and
Hartley Manner's play, "Peg o' My

i;y

then turned to Jean.
"I dare say you are all disappointed,
Miss Chapin, that Culver didn't come
with me, but he'll be along in a day
or so. I simply couldn't wait." He
avoided glancing at Helen Blake
whose answering blush was lost In the
darkness.
"I did think when you drove up that
might be Mr. Covington with you," Heart."
Miss Chapin remarked, wistfully.
"Oh no, that's my man."
"And,
glanced around him.

""
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"This makes it even more impossible.
3o! Go!" She pushed him away, her
solor surging. "Go to your old Eleven
Ranch right away."
"But I mean it," he declared, earnestly. Then, as she retreated farther:
"It's no use, I shan't go now until "
"You have known me less than a
week!"
"That Is long enough. Roberta "
Mrs. Keap spoke with honest embarrassment. "Listen! Don't you see
what a situation this is? If Jean and
Helen should ever discover "

"Jean planned It all; even this."
Mrs. Keap stared at him in horrified

MARCH

Speed
NEVER

TOO

LATE TO MEND.

where is he?"
Hillsboro, Tex., March
The sound of angry voices came of the lnte Judge Abbott of this
place
through the gloom, then out into the were advised
that
estate
to.lay
the
light came Still Bill Stover, Willie,
and Carara, dragging between them a had been increased unexpectedly by
globular person who was rebelling $15.50. Whilo Judge Abbott was a
member of the house of representaloudly.
"Stover, what la this?" questioned. tives, many years ago, he lost a
Miss Chapin, stepping to the edge of
containing $15 In bills and
the veranda.
50 cents in postage stamps.
Recent"This gent stampedes in the midst
time
a
that
a
at
ly
negro,
janitor in
of our welcome," explained the forereturnhouse
of
the
representatives,
before
him
to
we
have
man, "so
rope
he gets away." It was seen now that ed the pockctbook and, the $13.! exCarara's lariat was tightly drawn plaining that he had ourid the monabout the new arrival's waist.
ey at the Urns of the loss and the
Then the valet broke into Coherent fact tVit lie had failed to return It to
faoeech, but he spoke a tongue not.
the owner had been on his conscience
common to his profession.
ever
since. The amount was formal"Hx on that welcome stuff," he
burse forth, In husky, alcoholic ac- ly turned over to the heirs of Judge
"
It Abbott at their annual buslenss meet
cents; "that goes on the
was tilaln thn ,bX2ii!KSC5Sy "If ing today.
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Light automobile
o'clock this evening

a brakeman

the
purchased a
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STE-ARN-

GROCER

THE OLD RELIABLE
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
FROM

To Be Cleaned and Pressed.

I

PHONE MAIN

Fancy Work of All Kinds

35

A new lot fust received,

You Receive Prompt, Courteous and Fair Treat
All Times.

"That's Us"

-

days only, before leaving

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Complete Home Furnisher- s-

town.
Phone Vegas 113

and I will call No charge
for showing goods.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier. '
II. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

M. George
CARELESS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SON

OF LAS VEGAS.
;s"; r,

KILLS MOTHER

Capital,

M

Surplus, and Undivided Fkohit $35

1100,000
'

I

V

N

"

,':

OOu

'

si4 'j'.'.f

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- commodialioVU'lfliili the Scope of Good
Bankinji.
.

MRS. JUANITA MONTOYA SLAIN
BY BULLET FROM CARELESSLY-HANDLED
RIFLE

.

This morning at 11 o'clock, at her
at Wagon Mound, Mrs. Juanita
Trujillo de Montoya was killed instantly by the accidental discharge of
a rifle. Mrs. Montoya's son, while
cleaning the weapon in the room in
which his mother was working, acci
dentally discharged it, the bullet en
tering Mrs. Montoya's head and kill
ing her instantly. Mrs. Montoya's husband is Jose T. Montoya, a former
resident of Las Vegas. He is at present engaged in the stone mason business at Wagon Mound.
T. E. Werick of this city, a son of
Mrs. Montoya, recelaed the word of his
mother's death this! afternoon and left
at once for Wagon Mound. In the
message that Mr. Werick, received no
Information as to which of the 'several sons of Mrsi Montoya was re
sponsible for the tragedy but more de
finite details likely will be received
here tonight. Mrs. Montoya probably
will be buried at Wagon Mound tomorrow afternoon.

Interest Paid on

home

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

a

at the

N FI1S"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour.
j Insist on "Hunts"

!

you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Y. M. C. A.

Ladies' gymnasium class 9 o'clock.
MANY
Business men's class 5 o'clock.
Presbyterians' basketball practice

if

J. Hi STEARNS

At

RESERVATIONS

FOR CLUB'S

:30 o'clock.

II

UNTS

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

TOMORROW

4-

Time BegzessSis

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

'

BELIEVE THIS
want the BEST
and most Sanitary
If you

and the season of the year is
approaching when the wearers

pcarance of her tub dresses.
Do you

work, and lift a dress from the
common place to one that shows
'aste and refinement and makes
he wearer seem daintily clad?

HONOR MEMOMY OF GOVERNOR
'
Des Moines, la., Marah 20. Business in the Iowa legislature was sus-

Our Prices Are Popular

Laundry
617 DougUt

i

Bakery Goods
in Greater Las Vegas
send your order to

RAILROAD SECRETARY

DINNER

TO VISIT LAS VEGAS

Arc

J

pended today while the two branches
met In joint sessions and held memo
rial services for the late William Lar
rabec, for many years a prominent
figure in Iowa public lfe ilI)(J from
1SSS to 1R)0 governor of the state.
Senator W. S. Kenyon and other not
in
ed sneakers delivered addresses
ouu
or
u.j
e,
in
tne
nnmi;ieuioiiy
lie workK of (lie lale governor.

INDICATIONS ARE THAT
FULLY
FIFTY MEN WILL BE PRESENT
TONIGHT

THEODORE

Almost half a hundred reservations
have been made by the business men
of the city for the big
tonight in the Commercial
club rooms.
The affair promises to
bo the biggest event of the kind that
has been pulled off in the city for
somo time. By 10 o'clock this morning 40 reservations had been made
and they were still coming In. The
dinner will be served by Mr. Smith
of the English Kitchen; not in a six
course style but In "the good
way," as V H. Stark, sec'
the club, puts It,
of
retary
Although the meeting is- not entirely for the good "eats" that will be
served, everyone can rest assured that
the feed will bo first class. The
speakers for the evening will not give
will
long addresses, bu
everyone',
have an opportunity of saying something. All suKRestions will be received and discussed by the most
prominent men in tkejoity. t flocretary
W. H. Stark 'of the club bus worked
hard to make the dinner a success
and from present indications it will be
suoh. The dinner will start promptly
at C.30 o'clock and will be served in
the lobby of the club rooms.

Mr. Theodore E. Prout, general secretary of the Railroad Y. M. C. A. at
Topeka, Kan., is going to visit the local Y. M. C. A. next Tuesday, March
25. Mr. Prout's visit
primarily is to
confer with Secretary LeNoir with
particular relation to the association's activties among the Santa Fe
men. On Wednesday evening Mr.
Prout will give an informal talk to
a group of Santa Fe men at the Y.
M, C. A. luncheon to be served at
that time.
Incidentally Mr. Prout will be present at the "Jennie Brlce Banquet" the
night before and respond to the toast
"The Young Men's Christian Assocla-tion.- "

'

-

Boucher's

ty's bounty. This number corres
ponded to the king's age. A notable
feathering of privileged guests looked
on while the rites of the old custom
wore carried out.

know we do this

Phone Mjin 61

.

CARRIES OUT OLD CUSTOM
20. The
March
picturLondon;
esque and hlRtoric ceremony of dis
tributing the King's Maunday money
to the poor of the realm was witnessed in Westminster Abbey today.
Forty-seveaged and penniless sub
of
the
king were gathered in
tycts
to be the beneficiaries of his majes

Las Vegas Steam
CO. STORE

which will be sold at reduced prices for a few

Every Woman Is

must depend upon (he skill of
the ironer for the "natty" ap

Is to buy your Groceries, Meats and Bakery
Goods where Prices Arc Always; Right; where

Before buying your Spring Rug
see us. We will both save money

16-1- 7

Interested In Dress

A Good Resolution

Our Spring Rug Display Is Now Ready

Babies Dresses

THAN NEW

Word has been received here to
In private car Magnet,
Kennerly
effect that Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Rumford and party passed through
Blauvelt, former residents of this city here this afternoon enroute from New
are the proud parents of a son born York to Los Angeles.
to them on Tuesday, February 18. '
Leo Reiensberg, .the well known
Marguerite Cousins, daughter of business man of Las Vegas, has pur
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Cousins, who re chased a late model of the Buick auto
side at 11 Grand avenue, was operated and today drove it about the city.
on yesterday for an affection of her
ear. Her many friends will be glad
Charles Onion, the well known flor
to know fiat she is doing well.
ist, who was taken seriously ill last
Tuesday, was operated upon last
Russia recently made an endurance night at the Las Vegas hospital. His
trial of autos of 1,954 miles with 45 condition was ad good as could be
mcahines entered. The roads were expected this
morning and was reportalmost Impassable in places. The ed as
improving this afternoon.
Ford was the only machine with a
perfect score and was recommended
A small fire originated last night at
to the Russian army for their use.
912 San Francisco avenue and
the
Adv.
alarm was turned in to both the fire
departments, which responded ImmeA meeting of the Fraternal Brotherdiately. The blaze was extinguished
hood will be held tonight in the 0. R. by chemical apparatus
belonging to
C. hall.
It was announced in last the East Las Vegas fire department.
night's edition of The Optic, through
a mistake, that the meeting was to
The tickets for the Pennsylvania
be held last night. The election of State College Glee club will be placthe candidate who will represent the ed on sale at the Y. M. C:'A. tomorlocal lodge at Los Angeles next June row morning at 9 o'clock for the railwill be held tonight. All members way folk and will continue to be reare hereby requested to be present.
served for Santa Fe people only until
Monday, when the general public will
At a meeting of the council of the be allowed to
purchase the tickets.
town of Las Vegas Tuesday evening
Secretary Le Noir has received a
a permit to erect a new building on number of pictures of the boys which
the site of that destroyed by fire re- will be placed in the windows of the
cently was given to Frank Le Due. local merchants. The club numbers
Mr. Le Due's building was located on 35 members and their
plan is to conBridge street, just east of the Ilfeld vey to the employes of the Santa Fe
hardware store. William Reed, who
Railway company the message of
'
had a barber shop In the building, is Easter time.
preparing to open an establishmei I
in the Plaza hotel block.
Arrangements have been completed
for the Chavez-Hitbout, which is to
On Thursday evening, March 27 at be
staged here under the auspices of
7:30 o'clock there will be a special the Business Men's Athletic club on
communication of Chapman Lodge March 2G,
accoring to Information reNo. 2, A. F. and A. M. for the pur- ceived from
Athletic Director Hamilpose of conferring the Master Ma- ton of the club. This bout will be for
son's degree. This is to be a past the benefit of members
only and all
masters' night, and all members are those who wish to
join the club should
requested to be present. All of the do so at once. There will also be
ceremonies r,f the evening and will be two
preliminaries which will furnish
performed by past masters and the a good entertainment
for all the
occasion will be an Interesting one. members. Hite, the man who will
Following the communication there meet Chavez, will work out every
will be a banquet.
night until the match in the armory
with his trainer, Hamilton. All memThe following civil service exami- bers of the club are
cordially invited
nations will be held here on the dates to use the gymnasium
any night this
mentioned:
Agricultural week.
April
inspector (ma'le)
salary $1,255 to
$1,400 per annum; April 16 junior
AGED WOMAN BURNED.
library assistant (male) salary $600
Denver, March 20. Mrs. Elizabeth
to $900; laboratory assistant In paper and textiles (male) salary $900 Arager, 65, widow of Rabbi Solomon
to $1,200; April
junior engineer Arager, once a leader of the Jewish
(male) salary $1,080 to $1,200; April faith In the west, died this morning
21 pathologist
In cereal diseases from burns received last night when
(male) salary $1,800 to $2,500. All she accidentally overturned a lamp
other information may be obtained In her apartments. The fire was discovered by two girls, Annie Jassert
from J. D. Lowe at the local
and Margaret Hanson, who broke into
the blazing room and dragged the
aged woman out, but too. late to saye
her life. Mrs. Arager had been dependent upon Jewish relief societies
i
during the last years of her life,

PASTEURIZED CR.EAM
ASK YOUR. OROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CRE'AMERYCo r

DM)

Madeira, Dress and Waist
Patterns

CLEANERS

e

COAL AH

IE GBAAF

Hand Woven Linens,

. PARISIAN DRY

Don't forget the big show at the
Browne theater March 28. Living
St. Paul's Memorial church. Good
pictures by Las Vegas' most popular Friday services, Holy Communion
girls, also two reelo of moving pic 7:30; morning prayer and sermon 11
tures. Admission 10c and 20c.
o'clock.

Morning

ment at

Take that
White Serge Suit or Dress
To The

It Will Look Better

John Thornhill, who for the past
two months has been indisposed,
drove into the city today for the first
time since his illness.

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Every

1

6:57

Ford auto.

and save yourself
trip down town these windy da.ys.

IS MADE

Handmade Laces
and Embroideries

-

Santa Fe railway, has

Call Us Up .

at

MARCH 20, 1913.

Spring is Here

Joe Thornhill is seriously ill with
an attack of pneumonia.
W. H. Davis,

J...H.

lamps

THURSDAY,

Secretary LeNoir of the local association said today;
"We feel fortunato in having a vis-I- t
from one so prominent in railroad
Y. M. C. A. circles
as Secretary
Prout. For a number of years, Mr.
Prout has been secretary of the Topeka Railroad Y. M. C. A.'and is held
in high esteem by the Santa Fe family of that ci'y. Mr. Prout's visit to
us has no significance ether than to
confer with us on matters pertaining
to the work among the Santa Fe men.
Mr. Prout will not touch ir any way,
shape or form, the matter of finFinch's Golden Wedding rtye, aged ances. His visit is purely social."
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixjbby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor
Adv.
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
;

We carry the finest
assortment of the

I

Bakers Art
ever sold over

I counter

the

Fresh Every Day

PROUT, HEAD OF
BE HERE
NEXT WEEK.

Y.M.C.AiTO

t

